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1.

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

Fourteen persons were injured, one fatally, when the ground upon which
they were working collapsed, forming a subsidence crater in the recording trailer
park of the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO nuclear weapons effects test on Rainier Mesa at
the U.S. Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site on February iS, 1984. Those
persons injured were contractor and laboratory employees from Reynolds Electrical
and Engineering Co., Inc. (REECo), Pan American World Services, Inc. (PANAM),
and the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
The Manager of the Nevada Operations office (NV) formally appointed a
Type A Investigation Board, with DOE, Contractor, Laboratory, and Field Command
Defense Nuclear Agency (FCDNA) technical advisors on February 16, 1984
(Chapter VII). The Board was charged with submitting a formal report on the,
circumstances, cause(s), and contributing factors, if any, of the occurrences
leading.to the injuries incurred in this accident. The investigation and report
preparation were to be conducted in accordance with guidance provided by DOE
Order 5484.1, Chapter II.
The Board was given authority to consult with, enlist the aid of, and
take statements from any and all personnel whose authority, responsibility,
function, and activity might directly or indirectly bear on the circumstances
under investigation (Exhibit 1). The authority of the Board also included the
right to control the accident site, equipment, and materials therein, until
such time as the Board chose to relinquish such control.
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IT.

SUMMARY

On February 15, 1984, at 0900 PST (all times hereinafter are PST), the
MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO event was detonated in T tunnel U12t.04, in Rainier Mesa at
the Nevada Test Site (Figures 1 and 2). Approximately one hour later, at 1007
the Portal and Mesa Reentry Parties were released from Station 300. The Portal
Reentry Party proceeded to the tunnel area while the Mesa Reentry Party continued
on to the recording trailer park on the top of Rainier Mesa. Upon arrival at
the trailer park, a radiation safety survey was made and no radioactivity was
detected. The cable cutting team then began its task of cutting and sealing
the cables that ran between the cable hole and the trailers.
At 1214 the ground upon which the personnel were working suddenly collapsed,
forming a subsidence crater with a maximum depth of approximately 5.1 meters.
Fourteen U.S. Government contractor and laboratory personnel were ilnjured, one
fatally.
Immediately following the trailer park collapse, those persons that fell
and were in condition to do so, despite their injuries, emerged from the crater.
Those persons who were part of the Mesa Reentry Party and who were standing on
portions of the trailer park unaffected by the collapse, called for help via
radio and telephone, and assisted the injured.
The first ambulance from Area 12 Camp with two paramedics arrived at the
trailer park 30 minutes after the collapse; three more ambulances arrived shortly
thereafter. The first Air Force helicopter arrived directly from the Area 6
helicopter pad 36 minutes after the collapse and a second helicopter with a
physician from Mercury arrived one hour and ten minutes after the collapse.
Two additional helicopters eventually participated in evacuation of the injured.
All injured personnel were examined at the trailer Park by either a
physician, a nurse, or a paramedic, and were treated and/or immobilized (i.e.,
with medication, splints, braces, or slings) and evacuated to Mercury by
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ambulance or helicopter. Evacuation of all injured from the trailer park was
complete by 1507, or 2 hours, 53 minutes after the collapse occurred. Notification and briefings were provided to the news media (Exhibit 2).
Specific factors contributing to the accident may have been one or more
of the following:
The pervasive belief that nuclear tests in Rainier Mesa would not
o
result in surface collapse.
The close proximity of the cable hole and trailer park to the MIDAS
o
MYTH/MILAGRO SGZ.
Less than adequate action on the part of responsible officials to
o
properly evaluate geophone signals which provided sufficient warning to withdraw
personnel from the trailer park before collapse.
A shallower scaled depth of burial and shorter scaled separation
between a previously formed cavity and the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO event, than for
other relevant Rainier Mesa tests.
o

o

Proximity of SGZ to the edge of the Mesa.

Compromise of the welded tuff caprock integrity due to ground shock
loading and stress relief across joints from repeated nuclear detonations in
proximity to the MIDAS MYTH/IILAGRO SGZ.
o

:
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Figure 1 - Nevada Test Site Location Map
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Figure 2-

Detail of Nevada T"t Site
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II.

DISCUSSION OF FACTS
A.

General Background
1.

DOE Conduct of Nuclear Tests
Organization
The Nevada Test Site (NTS) is operated by the Department of

Energy (DOE), Nevada Operations Office (NV), as an outdoor laboratory for the
conduct of nuclear tests by the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), the Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL), and the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). The primary mission of NV is to
support test operations and to provide for the planning, support, and conduct
of authotized tests in the most economical fashion, subject to the overriding
considerations of safety and successful containment.
Operations are carried out under the authority of the Department
of Energy Organization Act of 1977, the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty policies
and procedures, the Threshold Test Ban Treaty,.the Peaceful Nuclear Explosives
Treaty, and additional guidance as provided by the Assistant Secretary of Energy
for Defense Programs. Operations are also subject to progranmatic and detonation approvals provided by the Director, Office of Military Application, DOE
Headquarters.
The Manager, NV, is responsible for all operational matters,
conducting them in accordance with DOE and NV Directives, Orders and Notices,
and within available funding. He is responsible for containment, safe conduct
of tests, and post-test operations. He also retains approval for the release
of all public information related to test operations. He provides for review
of tests by the Threshold Treaty Review Panel (TTRP), the Containment Evaluation
Panel (CEP), and the Nuclear Explosives Safety Study Group. The Manager, NV,
manages the NTS, provides for the review of all tests, assures proper and clear
assignment of responsibilities, adequacy of documentation, and appropriate
receipt of and dissemination of information.
-6-
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The scientific laboratory or agency sponsoring a nuclear test
is responsible to the Manager, NV, for the design of systems for emplacement,
stemming, and firing. Reviews of the physics of containment and ground response,
and continuing scientific research by each laboratory and agency are required,
also required are sufficient investigations to appropriately characterize the
event site, and to evaluate its response to the detonation.
The sponsoring scientific laboratory, agency, or organization
is given control of specified areas (such as ground zero areas) and is assigned
primary responsibility for safety coordination.
Nuclear Testing
Test operations are conducted within the framework of a Nuclear
Test Organization (NTO) (Figure 3). The NTO is a continuing task organization
which is staffed by DOE, 000, laboratory, contractor, and other federal agency
personnel who participate in or provide support for test operations. The task
organization for each nuclear test includes staffing by the testing laboratory
or agency.

The Manager, NV, heads the NTO.

A DOE Test Controller is appointed by the Manager, NV, and is
assigned full responsibility for the safe conduct of the nuclear test.
A Scientific Advisory Panel, comprised of individuals who have
combined expertise in the fields of underground testing phenomenology, meteorology, radiation medicine (an M.D.), and other subjects pertaining to the safety
of a specific activity, is provided to the Test Controller for each test. The
chairman of the Panel is the Scientific Advisor nominated by the testing laboratory and approved by the Manager, NV.
Test Group Directors (TGD) are assigned by the testing organization to dieect fielding and technical aspects of experiments and tests.
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Government agencies supporting the NTO Include EPA, NOAA, and
the USGS (Figure 3).
The principal contractors supporting NTO operations and their
primary responsibilities are:
Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co.. Inc. (REECo)
General support contractor furnishing field construction,
drilling, mining, heavy equipment, housing, feeding, medical
services, etc.
E6G&.

Inc. (EM&G)

Technical support contractor furnishing timing and firing
support, as well as mechanical and electronic diagnostic
system support.
Holmes & Narver, Inc. (HMN)
Architect-Engineer contractor providing general AhE services.
Fenix-& Scisson. Inc. (f&S)
Architect-Engineer contractor providing A&E services in
drilling and mining operations.
PANAM World Services, Inc. (PANAM)
Photographic support services.
Wackenhut Services. Inc. (WSt)
Security services.
.9_

Responsibilities
Manager, NV--Coordinates preparation, planning, and execution
of authorized nuclear tests, appoints the Test Controller, announces the test
execution period, and heads the Nuclear Test Organization (NTO).
Test Controller--Assumes operational control of the NTS and the
NTO during the test execution period. Responsible for the safe conduct of the
nuclear test.
Scientific Advisor--Advises the Manager, NV, or the designated
Test Controller on all applicable scientific and technical matters related to
the safe conduct of each assigned test.
Advisory Panel--Evaluates containment, seismic shock, possible
radiation releases, weather and area control plans . . . recommends to the
Test Controller the advisability of proceeding with or delaying the particular
activity under consideration. Panel is chaired by the Scientific Advisor.
Test Grouo Director--Acts as the official laboratory or DNA
contact in all matters concerning the assigned nuclear test and is responsible
to the Test Controller for the conduct of all personnel assigned by the testing
agency.
The Director, Nevada Test Site Office (NTSO)--Responsible for
the direction and control of construction and logistical support activities at
the NTS and, during test execution period, supports the Test Controller directly
in the field execution of experiments and test events.
The Director, NV Test Operations Division--Provides for the
manning of the Operations Coordination Center and the services of the Test
Operations Officer, Test Liaison Officer, Air Operations Officer, and support
in the area of containment and effects and assures compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act.
-1a-

The Director. NY Office of Public Affairs--Advises and assists
the Test Controller with regard to informational aspects of public safety and
public affairs generally, providing management of special projects as assigned.
The Director, NV Safeguards and Security Division--Assigns a
security advisor to the Test Controller to provide coordination and resolution
of security problems between the Test Group Directors, organizations and users
in compliance with security policy.
The NV Health Physics Division--Provides a radiation safety
advisor during test execution periods, coordinates and resolves radiological
safety problems between the laboratories and other organizations and assures
that the Test Controller is fully advised on radiological matters.
Further test support is provided to DOE and the testing drganizations by the contractor organizations responsible for technical, construction,
maintenance and operations, security, on-site safety and other support as
required.
Test Execution
The Nuclear Test Organization (NTO) is directed by the Test
Controller for the test execution period. A Test Controller's Advisory Panel
under the chairmanship of the Scientific Advisor is assembled at the NTS. All
other required elements of the UTO assemble at the request and direction of
the Test Controller.
Prior to each scheduled nuclear test,.a series of readiness
briefings are held by the Test Controller. These are:
0-1 Day Containment Briefing. The Test Controller, Scientific
Advisor and Panel, Sponsoring Agency Test Group Director (TGO), Nevada Test
Site Office, REECo, H&N, and F&S representatives and laboratory containment
specialists and others as appropriate review the as-built configuration versus
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the planned containment design for the test to determine if any significant
deviations exist. If so, the Test Controller determines what further actions
may be required. This briefing is normally held at the Control Point-1 (CP-1),
NTS, one hour prior to the 0-1 Readiness Briefing. Verbatim briefing transcripts
are made (Exhibit 3).
0-1 Day Technical Briefinq. The Test Controller, Scientific
Advisor and Panel, with others as appropriate, are briefed by the Sponsoring
Agency Test Group Director on the purpose of the test, the status of the prompt
yield measurement systems (as appropriate), critical signals/operations and
the preferred arming and execution time. Special security interests are
described by the DOE Safeguards and Security Division and the NTS Security
Branch. This briefing is normally held after the 0-1 Day Containment Briefing.
Normally minutes are not made of this briefing.
0-1 Day Readiness Briefinq. The Test Controller, Scientific
Advisor and Panel, Test Group Director, and supporting elements review the
test readiness posture. Items reviewed include:
(1) Special Constraints.
(2) Technical Program Readiness.
ing Laboratory Test Group Director or Test Director.

Presented by the sponsor-

(3) Current weather conditions and predicted weather at
scheduled shot time. Weather personnel status and plans. Presented by Weather
Service Nuclear Support Office (WSNSO), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).
(4) Cloud trajectories, deposition pattern, and calculated
exposures based on the appropriate release model and on the predicted weather
conditions at shot time. Presented by WSNSO/nOAA.
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(5) Calculated off-site whole body and thyroid doses to
people within the postulated exposure pattern. Locations of people and milk
cows in vulnerable positions within the pattern. Off-site monitor program
status and plans.. Such reviews are presented by Environmental Protection Agency/
Environmental Monitoring and Support Laboratory (EPA/EMSL).
(6) The on-site radiation monitor program status and plans,
presented by the DOE Health Physics Division's Radiological Safety-Advisor.
(7) Plans for NTS craft activities and emergency support
plans, presented by the NTSO representative.
(8) On-site control and area clearance plans, manned and
stay-in stations, air support missions, closed circuit television coverage,
and any other'special arrangements,-presented by the Test Operations Officer,
Test Operations Division.
After completion of reviews, the Test Controller's Advisory
Panel deliberates and the Scientific Advisor presents the Panel's recommendations to the Test Controller to either proceed on schedule with plans, modified
if appropriate, or to delay the test until acceptable readiness conditions are
achieved. The time for the next readiness briefing is established and announced
by the Test Controller. Verbatim briefing transcripts are made.
0-DaY Readiness Briefing. The Test Controller, Scientific
Advisor and Panel, Test Group Director, and supporting elements review updated
readiness status and weather conditions. This briefing is held at the Operations Room, usually about two hours prior to the scheduled shot time. All
subjects considered at the 0-1 Readiness Briefing are updated. Actions previously
authorized may be modified due to operational or weather constraints. The
Test Controller's Advisory Panel considers the latest Information available
and provides its recommendations, through the Scientific Advisor, to the Test
Controller to either proceed with the test or consider a delay. If the test
is to proceed, the Test Controller grants the sponsoring agency permission to
proceed.

'
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The Test Controller, Scientific Advisor and Panel, with
support elements then occupy the Operations Room to monitor weather conditions
and operational developments on a continuous basis. As zero time approaches
and conditions continue to prove favorable, the Test Controller authorizes the
Sponsoring Agency to conduct the test as planned. The Test Controller can, if
necessary, stop the test at any time during the countdown (usually 5 to 15 minutes
in duration) as long as adequate reaction time is available to block the "Fire"
signal.
Data Recovery (Reentry)
Recovery of event diagnostic data requires that technical and
support personnel return to the test location as soon as it is determined that
a safe reentry can be conducted. Specially trained reentry teams comprised of
security, environmental monitoring, geological, and technical support personnel
are held in readiness to return to the test area to recover data from recording
trailers and other collection systems.
The Test Group Director, after determining under what conditions a safe
reentry may be made, requests permission from the Test Controller to begin
reentry and recovery.
The Test Controller, following consultation with the Scientific
Advisor, authorizes reentry as soon as he determines it to be safe.
The Test Group Director then releases the reentry teams and
directs reentry/recovery operations.
Reentry teams remain in communication, via radio and telephone,
with the Test Group Director.
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2.

000 Nuclear Weapons Effects Tests Planning and Execution

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) develops a Five Year Nuclear Weapons
Effects Test (NWET) Program that is reviewed, updated, and approved on a yearly
basis. Each year, DNA requests that the military services, Defense Advanced
Research ProJects Agency (DARPA) and the Department of Energy (DOE) submit
written requirements, covering the following five fiscal years, for information
that can best be obtained from nuclear weapons effects tests. DNA sponsors a
planning meeting at which test requirements are presented for review. As many
of the requirements as possible are incorporated into the program within the
limits of the anticipated DNA resources. The Five Year NWET Program contains
such information as the following:
1.

Specific events (by name or number)

2.

Planned readiness dates.

3.

General objectives for each event.

4.

Tentative nuclear source requirements for each event.

5. Configuration: geometry (horizontal or vertical line-of-sight, cavity,
etc.), environment (type and levels), and any unusual features.
The final version of this program is submitted by DNA to the Joint Chiefs
of Staff (JCS) and the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
(USORE) for review. Based on JCS and USORE approval, DNA initiates planning
of the specific event which begins with appointment of the test staffs, final
identification of the source, and ordering of long lead time items.
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The Test Group Staff is assigned from the Test Directorate, Field Command,
Defense Nuclear Agency (FCONA), located at Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and normally consists of the following personnel:
Test Group Director
Technical Director
Program Director
Test Group Engineer
Instrumentation Engineer
Safety Engineer
Test Manager/Program Analyst
Cable Coordinator
Structural Engineer
Administrative Support
The FCDNA Test Group Director (TGO) Is appointed by and is responsible to
the Director, Test Directorate, for all preparations for the test. Support is
provided by DOE contractors and other agencies, who respond to the TGO and his
staff for all test related operations.
Based on information determined in the Five Year NWET Program, ONA coordinates with DOE Office of Military Application (OMA) for device support. Test
sources are selected based on technical requirements which vary from test to
test. Both Los Alamos National Laboratory and Lawrence.Livermore National
Laboratory have provided about the same number of nuclear devices for past 000
events.
An initial description of the test bed is developed which defines the
technical objectives.of the event, source specifications, approximate exposure
levels and areas, tentative schedule, and other information necessary for
submission of proposals. DNA requests specific, detailed written experiment
proposals for the event from the military services, 000 agencies, and DOE
laboratories. This request gives the addressees preliminary planning information such as: source device specifications, readiness period, objectives of
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the test, and other information considered as pertinent for proposal preparation.
Long lead time activities, including cable and instrument requirements, exploratory geology, drilling and mining of tentative sites, and procurement of certain
hardware commence as early as possible. Experiment proposals for the event
received from the military services, 000 agencies, and the DOE laboratories,
include such information as: fielding agency, objective of the proposed experiments, justification, relationship to a specific weapon system or mission, and
description of experiments. Once these proposals are reviewed and program
recommended, project agencies are selected. These participating agencies submit
Experiment Data Sheets containing the information necessary for detailed planning
for test bed construction, instrumentation, logistic and operational support,
and to refine schedules and cost estimates.
The Field Command Defense Nuclear Agency conducts the underground nuclear
weapons effects tests at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) under a Memorandum of
Agreement with the Department of Energy, Nevada Operations Office. MIDAS MYTH
was a typical underground nuclear event using a Horizontal Line-of-Sight (HLOS)
pipe system test bed located in the T tunnel complex in Rainier Mesa, Area 12
at the Nevada Test Site.
Early in the event development, the Containment Scientist, the test staff,
and supporting agencies determine what aspects of the test may impact on
containment. The following containment features are considered:
1.

Geology of the site.

2.

Geophysical properties of the site.

3.

Containment structures.

4.

Proximity to old working points and open tunnels.

5.

Hardware and excavation geometry.
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6.

Device and zero room design.

7.

Stemming design.

8.

Design loads for the numerous closures.

9. Cables, Line-of-Sight (LOS) pipe and other potential conduits in the
stemmed region.
10.

Results of prior events with similar features.

The entire containment design is presented to the Containment Evaluation
Panel (CEP) for review and approval.
The Director, Nevada Test Site Office is responsible to the Manager, Nevada
Operations Office for industrial health and safety at the Nevada Test Site.
The FCONA TGO is assigned primary responsibility for safety coordination during
the fielding of the event. The radiological safety responsibility is assigned
to the FCONA TGO by the Test Controller immediately after detonation of the
device.
Responsibility for the planning and fielding of the MILAGRO experiment
rested with Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), which also provided and
detonated the device. MILAGRO was a large physics experiment using an extensive
array of line-of-sight pipes underground. Data from the detectors located
therein were brought via cable bundle to recording stations in a trailer park
on Rainier Mesa. Within LANL, such experiments are the responsibility-of the
LANL Associate Director for National Security Programs (ADNSP). Responsibility
for the conduct of the experiment is delegated by the ADNSP through the Deputy
Associate Director for National Security Programs-Test Operations (DADNSP-TO)
to the LANL Test Group Director. The TGD utilizes a staff of administrative
and technical personnel from Los Alamos and from the Laboratory's permanent
party in Nevada to field the experiment. Construction and engineering support
are provided by DOE contractors. The LANL TGO is responsible to the Laboratory
-18-

and to the Manager, Nevada Operations Office for the safety of Laboratory
personnel. The magnitude of the MILAGRO experiment necessitated an Interface
document specifying areas of responsibility between LAUL and FCDNA. A Memorandum
of Agreement (Exhibit 4) delineated containment, design, construction, and
funding responsibilities, and assigned the responsibility for Mesa safety
coordination to LANL.
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3.

GeologY Of Rainier Mesa

Rainier Mesa (including Aqueduct Mesa) is a topographically high area
formed by a 600+ meter thick series of volcanic tuffs. Those geologic units
of particular significance to this investigation are the zeolitized tuffs
(tunnel beds) above and below the Working Point (WP), the nonzeolitized,
extremely weak and porous, vitric tuff (Paintbrush) just below the welded
caprock (Rainier Mesa Member) and the welded caprock itself (Figure 4). The
welded caprock above MIDAS MYTH is about 113 m thick. Other events, HURON
LANDING, for example, had a thinner layer of caprock, only 60.4 m thick. The
Paleozoic rocks, often of significance for ground motion considerations, are
no closer to the MIDAS MYTH WP than 282 m and the water table is 314 m beneath
the WP. The zeolitized tunnel beds in the MIDAS MYTH tunnel area are, however,
nearly saturated and have the lowest gas-filled porosity (1.2 - 1.7 percent)
ever measured for an effects test in Rainier Mesa.
Nearly all Rainier Mesa effects tests have been detonated in the tunnel
bed units. One difference in the MIDAS MYTH stratigraphy from most other
Rainier Mesa test locations is the densely welded nature of the tuff member
(Tub Springs) 56 m beneath the WP. While the structure (faulting, folding,
and jointing) was noted in the Containment Review as being more complex than
in other portions of Rainier Mesa, there were no preshot observations regarding
relative frequency of Jointing in the welded caprock. The WP was located 361 m
vertically below the surface, and 356 m from the nearest free surface on slope
at the edge of Rainier Mesa (Exhibit 5).
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Background of Phenomenological Experience

Many aspects of underground nuclear testing rely heavily upon the
experience gained from previous tests. In the area of cavity collapse and
chimney formation, this is especially so since prediction of this phenomenology has not been amenable to theoretical methods using basic principles.
The experience most pertinent to the cavity collapse and subsidence crater
that resulted from the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO event comes from those events
conducted in the tunnel beds of Rainier Mesa. Tests in other tuff areas such
as Pahute Mesa or Shoshone Mountain (Area 16), are less directly relevant
because of differences in geology and/or yield of the tests, but do provide
some additional insight. The tests in alluvial areas, such as Yucca Flats,
are less pertinent to the chimney growth and surface subsidence aspects because
chimney development in alluvium is different than in hard rock. Cavity collapse
for events detonated in tuff below alluvium might be expected to show similar
behavior to other tuff area events.
Forty-seven nuclear tests have been detonated in Rainier Mesa beginning
with RAINIER in 1957. Many of the tests in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
e.g., 8LANCA, NEPTUNE, were of a different nature and were occasionally emplaced
at shallower scaled depths of burial (SDOB) than tests in the last 15 or
20 years. These later tests were mostly tunnel emplaced effects tests. Prior
to MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO there were 27 of these events and they were all generally
believed not to have chimneyed to the surface and not to have resulted in a
surface subsidence. The only events in Rainier Mesa which were clearly considered to have chimneyed to the surface and/or cratered were emplaced at a
shallower SODOB than used for later effects shots. These were NEPTUNE, BLANCA,
and WINESKIN*.
The events DES MOINES* and PLATTE* had relatively shallow scaled depths of
burial and did not form surface craters. However, they experienced a very
prompt release of cavity pressure through the tunnel which may have altered
their behavior.
*Yield Information deleted.
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The actual knowledge of cavity collapse and chimney height of the 27
modernO events Is incomplete. Information on the time of cavity collapse
occurrence comes from monitoring ground motion with geophones. Often this
cannot be ascertained because of the lack of clear-cut geophone signals. It
Is usually assumed, for those events, that cavity collapse was prompt and the
seismic signals were masked by the primary ground shock. Subsequent mining
reentry has shown-cavity collapse did occur. The majority of modern Rainier
events have shown a clear collapse indication, but collapse times range from
less than an hour to more than 60 hours. All the events conducted in T tunnel
have shown clear cavity collapse indications with the following times:
DIAMOND SCULLS
MINT LEAF
HUSKY PUP
MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO

30.92
62.23
5.07
3.23

hours
hours
hours
hours.

Cavity collapse results in upward growth of a rubble chimney as rock falls
into the cavity void created by the explosion. The rock bulks as it fills the
void and may fill the available volume and terminate growth if the depth is
sufficient. The growth may also terminate if a mechanically competent bed of
rock is encountered which can support the span of the void at the top of the
chimney. This latter situation has generally been considered to be the case
for Rainier Mesa events based on the few cases where vertical chimney dimensions
have been established by drilling and which have shown an apical void above
the rock rubble (Reference, Chimney Data Book, January 1975). The Rainier
Mesa welded tuff which caps the Mesa is the unit which terminates chimney growth
in these cases. A set of vertical survey observations, not widely known within
the concerned test community, has shown that on the two Rainier Mesa events
where the surveys were made (MINERS IRON* and HURON LANDING*), a broad depression, 50 to 100 m across and up to 0.6 m deep, has resulted from the events
(Exhibit 6). It has also been established that the surface around MINERS IRON
SGZ subsided another 1.2 m when HURON LANDING was fired 150 m away. It is not
known whether these broad, shallow depressions have occurred on other events
*Yield information deleted.
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because survey lines were not run and they would not be visually apparent.
Such preshot and postshot survey lines were proposed for the MIDAS MYTH event
(Exhibit 7). However, two other Rainier Mesa effects tests HUDSON SEAL* and
0D00 QUEEN* with lesser scaled depths of burial have shown no apparent surface
subsidence.
Another aspect of testing experience in Rainier Mesa relates to the proximity of an event to previous tests. This has usually been considered in light
of containment concerns but may also have an effect on the degree to which
ground shock may have altered the mechanical strength of the welded tuff caprock.
Of the 25 Rainier Mesa tunnel effects tests conducted since MIDI MIST in 1967,
14 have had separations between working points of more than 304.8 m, and seven
more had separations between 152.4 and 304.3 m. The remaining four events had
less than 152.4 m of separation, but quite varied scaled separation- (SS). These
events were:
HURON
MIDAS
HYBLA
HYBLA

LANDING to MINERS IRON*
MYTH to HUSKY PUP*
FAIR to HUSKY ACE*
GOLD to DINING CAR*

Those with the smallest scaled separation, MINERS IRON, HURON LANDING, and
MIDAS MYTH, are those known to exhibit surface subsidence.
All yield and depth of burial information was obtained from the LLNL
Containment Data Base.

*Yield information deleted.
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S.

The Accident

The MIDAS MYTH event is the designation for a Defense Nuclear Agency
(DNA) sponsored horizontal line-of-sight weapons effects test in Ul2t.04 tunnel
of the Aqueduct Mesa section of Rainier Mesa at the Nevada Test Site (NTS).
MILAGRO is a LANL add-on test to make measurements of the nuclear device. The
working point of the device (below 20 kilotons)* was located 360.81 m below
the top of the Mesa and 1,439 m from the T tunnel portal at Nevada State
coordinates N 274,297 and E 195,493 (in meters) at a MSL elevation of 1,714.56 m.
The T tunnel area is approximately 61 kilometers north of Mercury and 166 kilometers north of Las Vegas (Figures 1 and 2).
A Memorandum of Agreement between FCDNA and LANL, dated September 3,
1982 (Exhibit 4), delineated maJor areas of agreement and outlined responsibilities for the conduct of MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO. DOE was not aware of, or a
party to this Agreement.
As is the procedure with detonation authority for all nuclear events
on the NTS, a Containment Evaluation Panel (CEP) met, discussed, and classified
the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO containment characteristics as being "within the successful containment experience of previous Rainier Mesa tunnel events." (Reference
Containment Review of the DNA MIDAS MYTH EVENT, October 1983.) The only mention
of the probability of surface collapse by the CEP is included in the CEP Data
Sheet as being "unlikely at design yield" (Figure 5).
Field Command Defense Nuclear Agency (FCONA) in cooperation with
LANL, prepared detailed Portal/Mesa and Tunnel Reentry Plans (Exhibits 8 and
9). Reentry coordination was the responsibility ofFCDNA. These plans were
reviewed by the DOE Test Controller and meetings were held to discuss specific
needs of DNA and LANL for reentry. The.purpose of reentry is to recover diagnostic data from the nuclear event, and timely reentry is desirable. There
were two reentry parties for the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO event: one to return to
the portal of the tunnel; the other to return to the recording trailer park on
the top of Rainier Mesa over T tunnel.
*Yield Information deleted.
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Figure 5 is a sheet prepared for the Containment Evaluation Panel and contains
a summary of the statistics for MIOAS MYTH, a No. 5 on this sheet is:
Surface Collapse at Design Yield
Likely ( )

Unlikely (X)
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The Tunnel Reentry Plan (Exhibit 9) states that no entry into the
tunnel past the Drift Protection Plug (OPP) would be made after detonation
until underground cavity collapse was recorded by the safety geophone, or for
a 24 hour period whichever came first. The tunnel and portal geophones play
an Important role in determining cavity collapse; in this case expected to be
subsurface collapse because of the sparsity of surface subsidences on Rainier
Mesa. There is no mention in the Portal/Mesa Reentry Plan (Exhibit 8) of a
prohibition of reentry into the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO SGZ and trailer park area
until a collapse (surface or subsurface) Is recorded.
Before data retrieval Is permitted on the Mesa, there is a FCDNA
requirement to cut all cables at the cable head in the recording trailer park
in order to preclude any surface created voltage which could conceivably
detonate explosive gases generated in the tunnel by the device.
A mesa reentry party is comprised of several distinct elements, each
with a particular function: a survey team of radiation monitors and industrial
hygienists reenter first to conduct a safety check of the area to assure there
are no hazards from radiation or explosive gases; then a geologic survey team
inspects and records ground disturbance; a cable cutting team severs and seals
all cables leading downhole; and finally upon completion of cable cutting, a
team of laboratory technicians proceeds to recover event diagnostic data from
the trailers (see Exhibit 16).
The MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO 0-1 Oay Containment, Technical and Readiness
briefings and the 0-Day Readiness briefing were conducted as scheduled. From
testimony, it was noted that there was no discussion at any of these briefings
of-possible postshot surface collapse, the location of the Rainier Mesa Trailer
Park in relation to SGZ, or of possibility of injury to reentry personnel should
there be a subsurface collapse.
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At 0900, after a postponement of two hours, the device was detonated.
Upon detonation, both the Remote Area Monitoring System (RAMS) units and the
on site Reentry Safety Network (geophoneS) went out of service. It was determined that the entire RAMS and geophone transmission system within the tunnel
and at the portal had been knocked off line by ground shock. Immediate steps
were then taken to reactivate these systems. The loss of a number of the
recording devices within the tunnel indicated significant underground damage.
The Reentry Safety Network for MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO consisted of an
array of geophones at the portal and inside of T tunnel which provides indications of seismic activity at those locations, including information on collapse
of the cavity. Signals from the portal geophone and most RAMS were recovered,
but the two tunnel geophones and some tunnel RAMS failed to respond. Because
of the failure of the tunnel geophones, a permanently installed high gain,
geophone located some 3,018 m southwest of MIDAS MYTH SGZ on Rainier Mesa over
N tunnel and in service, was patched in to display post detonation seismic
activity on geophone monitors in the Operations Room and throughout the CP
compound (Exhibit 10). This substitute geophone was part of an NTS-wide
geophone array (Figure 6). Although the signals from the N tunnel mesa
geophone and the T tunnel portal Reentry Safety Network are uncalibrated, they
do provide relative frequency and amplitude of postshot, precollapse chimney
growth activity, and identify cavity collapse. The Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) is responsible for operating the geophone system in support of all LANX
and DNA events. All geophone signals are recorded at the CP.
At 1007, upon the request of the DNA Test Director, the DOE Test
Controller, following consultation with his Scientific Advisor, and upon-determining that there currently was no radiation problem, authorized the release
of the reentry parties from Gate 300. At that time both the Test Controller
and the Scientific Advisor were aware of the continuing seismic activity as
indicated by the geophone record. The two reentry parties proceeded from
Gate 300 on their assigned tasks. Because of rock fall on the Rainier Mesa
Road above T portal, the Mesa Team proceeded via Pahute Mesa Road, Stockade
Wash Road, and Holmes Road to the MILAGRO Trailer Park (Figures 7 and 8). The
-28-
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Figure S - NTS-Wide Formtrient Goophono Array
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Mesa party arrived at the trailer park at approximately 1050 and commenced
reentry activities without any further instructions from the Operations Room.
The LANX Recording Trailer Park on top of Rainier Mesa was located
in close proximity to MIDAS MYTH SGZ. The distance between SGZ and the nearest
LANL trailer (P-14-101) was 39.6 m. The distance between SGZ and the west
trailer park fence was approximately 26 m. Such proximity of the recording
trailers to SGZ was controlled by the requirement for minimum length cables
extending to the surface from the LANL MILAGRO experiment. Testimony indicated
that these diagnostic cables upon reaching the surface through a drilled and
stemmed cable hole, could not have been terminated at recording vehicles more
than an additional few meters away and provide desired data. Testimony
from those siting the trailer park and those using the data from the recording
trailers also indicated that.while shock damage from the detonation was
considered, there was minimal to no consideration given to the possibility of
loss of the trailers and/or data due to cavity collapse because of the proximity
of the trailer park to SGZ. The distance between the MILAGRO Trailer Park and
MIDAS MYTH SGZ at 26 m is the nearest a trailer park has ever been to an SGZ
for any NTS event (Figure 9).
Radiation and industrial hygiene surveys were initiated and completed
by approximately 1110. No radiation or explosive gases were found. The cable
cutting team then entered the trailer area and began cutting the diagnostic
cables at the cable hole casing head. A Radiation Monitor and an Industrial
Hygienist accompanied the cable cutting crew and monitored each cable as-it
was cut, to determine if there was radiation or gas leakage through the cables.
Concurrently, the geologists proceeded to SGZ and began mapping the ground
cracks created by the detonation. A photographer also began photographing the
condition of the trailers and their shock mountings (Figures 10, 11 and 12).
After completing the SGZ crack mapping, the geologists returned to the trailer
pad and began to map cracks there. At 1214 when the crew had completed cutting
51 of the 139 cables, the ground surface collapsed and dropped 5.1 m at the
deepest point (Figures 13, 14 and 15). At that time, there were 19 people in
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the trailer park. Fourteen were injured, one fatally. Most of the people
injured were in the cable hole area and fell approximately 3.6 meters (Figures 16
through 25).
Throughout the entire period from detonation to collapse (except for
70 seconds following the detonation), continuous T tunnel saismic activity was
indicated on the display in the Operations Room. There was increased seismic
activity shown on the display from approximately 1150 until 1214. After collapse,
no further event related seismic activity could be identified on the geophone
record displays (Exhibit 10).
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C.

Post-accident ActivitY

Immediately upon notification of the accident at 1217 the Test
Controller dispatched medical and evacuation assistance to the accident scene.
As there was not an ambulance with the Mesa Reentry Party, an ambulance from
Area 12 with two paramedics was ordered to proceed to the Mesa. Two USAF
helicopters, which had been retained on-site by the Test Controller following
the event were also ordered to proceed to the Mesa: one to fly directly to
the scene, and the other to Mercury to pick up a physician before proceeding
to the Mesa. A third USAF helicopter was requested, and the DOE Security
helicopter was activated.An ambulance from Area 12 with two paramedics, arrived on scene at
1246. Initial triage was conducted; additional ambulances and helicopters
were requested. The first evacuation helicopter arrived at 1251 and the second
helicopter with the physician on 6oard arrived at 1340. Two additional ambulances arrived at 1304, and a fourth one at 1338.
The third USAF helicopter was first utilized as a TV camera platform
in order to provide live coverage of on-scene activities for the Test Controller.
It arrived at the trailer park for patient evacuation at 1400. The DOE helicopter
arrived at 1432.
A total of fourteen Injured were examined at the site of the accident
and a field determination of the order of seriousness of the injured was made.
Initial treatment was primarily to treat shock and immobilize fractures. The
patients were then evacuated (Figures 26 and 27).
A total of nine medical personnel arrived at the accident site. These
included a doctor, a nurse, and seven paramedics. Evacuation components
consisted of four helicopters, four ambulances, and three other government
vehicles.
The physician responding at the scene of the accident had not participated in any NTS forward area indoctrination, or mass evacuation training.
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The patients'were sent from the accident site to the Medical Facility
at-Mercury where the patients were reexamined. The nine most seriously injured
were transported to hospitals in Las Vegas for definitive treatment. All of
the injured were surveyed for radiation contamination at the Mercury facility.
None was detected.
The following five patients were transported via helicopter to Southern
Nevada Memorial Hospital in Las Vegas:
REECo), compression fracture of Lumbar-1, possible
minimal compression fracture of Thoracic-12 (seven days hospital
stay).

LAI&I, compress1on'fracture

Lumbar-4, contusion anid

possible sprain of upper sternal region (6days hospital stay).
(REECo), compression fracture Lumbar-l (9 days

hospital stay).
(PANAM), fractured pelvis (7 days hospital stay).
(REECo), complication of multiple injuries, patient
expired at 0230 March 4, 1984 (Exhibit 11).
The following four patients were transported via ambulance to Valley
Hospital Medical Center:
(REECo), anterior dislocation leTft shoulder (4 days hospital
stay).
(REECo), injury, left foot, with fractures of 2nd
and 3rd metatarsal, as well as dislocation of 4th and Sth metatarsophalangeal joints (7 days hospital stay).
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(REECo), fracture right foot, 2nd metatarsal,
possible fracture, right os calcis (4 days hospital stay).
(REECo), facial injury and concussion (3 days hospital
stay).
The following three individuals reported to Mercury Medical via
government vehicle with no hospitalization necessary:
(REECo), no obvious injury.
(REECo), x-rayed lumbar-spine and bllateral hips.
REECo), back strain, right thumb strain.'
One patient reported to Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital the evening
of the accident, but not admitted:
REREECo),

fractured rib and sprained wrist.

Two patients reported to a REECo Medical Facility:
(REECo), sprain of left knee, contusion anterior portion
of the left leg.
LARL), contusion and abrasion of right knee.
The sequence of patient evacuation from site of accident to point of
definitive-care follows:,
1214 Accident Occurred.
* -Pat1ents immediately.removedtfrom accident site to a level portion-of the trailer
park.
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12465-ambulance with two paramedics arrived.

The two paramedics started triage.

Sefox #62 Helicooter.
1251--arrived at trailer park. Two most seriously injured were placed in #62.
Patient load limited by the lack of compatible helicopter litters.
The Test Panel medical member recommended that the first helicopter should be
ordered to Mercury Medical. However, upon being advised that a physician was
on the second helicopter and enroute to the scene, he suggested that the patients
on the first helicopter be examined prior to leaving the trailer park. The
physician, who was to examine the patients in the first helicopter, was never
informed of this, nor did he see these patients prior to their leaving for
Mercury Medical.
1345--departed for Mercury Medical with English, Miesch, and paramedic White.
(Paramedic Ellis told pilot to leave for Mercury.)
1405--arrived at Mercury halo pad, injured transported to Mercury Medical via
ambulance.
1413--departed for refueling at CP.
1459--arrived at trailer park.
1507--departed trailer park with injured Lencioni (no medical person on board).
1530--landed at Mercury helo pad, patient transported via ambulance to Mercury
Medical.
1552--patients Miesch and Simpson transported via ambulance from Mercury Medical
to helicopter. Departed Mercury with two injured for Southern Nevada Memorial
Hospital, accompanied by Dr. Indupalli.
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1623--arrived Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital.
SEFOX 105 Helicopter
1247--arrived at Mercury helo pad to pick up medical personnel.
1258--departed Mercury with Or. Parenti, RN McFee and paramedic Pyzyna.
1340--arrived trailer park.
1403--airborne with injured Foster, Simpson, and Smith.

Medical personnel

RN McFee and paramedic LaRocco.
1411--arrived Mercury helo pad, injured transported to Mercury Medical via
ambulance.
1425--departed Mercury for refueling at CP.
1534--arrived Mercury helo pad.
1621--Patients Foster, English, and Cox transported via ambulance from Mercury
Medical to helicopter. Departed Mercury for Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital
accompanied by paramedic Tucker.
1655--arrived Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital.
SEFOX #41 Helicopter
1400--landed at trailer park and off-loaded camera crew and equipment.
1417--departed trailer park with injured Held, Pena, and Reed, accompanied by
paramedic Pyzyna.
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1441--arrived Mercury helo pad, injured transported via ambulance to Mercury
Medical.
DOE Security Helicopter
1432--arrived trailer park.
1439--departed with McDowell, accompanied by paramedic Tucker.
1500--arrived Mercury helo pad, injured transported to Mercury Medical via
ambulance.
AMBULANCES
1246--first ambulance arrived trailer park.
1304--second and third ambulances arrived trailer park.1338--fourth ambulance arrived trailer park.
1430--first ambulance departed trailer park with Cox, accompanied by Dr.
Parenti and paramedic Buckles.
1507--second, third and fourth ambulances departed without any injured.
1535--first ambulance arrived Mercury Medical.
1710--two ambulances departed Mercury Medical for Valley Hospital, one with
McDowell and Held, accompanied by paramedic Givens, and the other with Pena
and Lencioni, accompanied by paramedic Childers.
1810--two ambulances arrived at Valley Hospital with four injured.
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In summary, the patients who were evacuated by helicopter from the trailer
park and eventually to the hospital via helicopter were moved as follows:
1.

From site of injury to level portion of trailer park.

2.

Trailer park to helicopter.

3.

Helicopter to ambulance at Mercury pad.

4.

Ambulance to Mercury Medical.

S.

Mercury Medical to ambulance.

6.

Ambulance to helicopter.

7.

Helicopter to Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital.
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D.

Safety
The Manager, NV, has the overall responsibility for the health and

safety of personnel on the NTS.
The Test Controller, as the Manager's representative, is responsible
for overall health and safety during test execution periods.
The Oirector, NTSO, is responsible to assure that a specific assignment for occupational health and safety coordination is made for each specific
area at the NTS.
The Director, Health Physics Division, is responsible for the delegation of primary radiological safety responsibility within the Ground Zero area
to the Laboratory or other Test Group Directors when the device is in the field
and during postshot operations.
The Memorandum of Agreement between FCONA and LANL, dated September 3,
1982, specified that for MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO, LANX would accept responsibility
for Mesa safety coordination (Exhibit 4) and DNA would accept responsibility
for underground and portal safety coordination. DOE was not informed of this
Memorandum of Agreement.
DOE transferred safety and health coordination responsibility for
MIDAS MYTH, T tunnel to FCONA on November 15, 1983 (Exhibit 12).
DOE did not transfer safety and health coordination responsibility
for the MILAGRO trailer park to LANL.
LANL accepted delegation of radiological safety responsibility on
February 1, 1984 for the GZ area (Exhibit 13).
LANL transferred the radiological safety responsibility for the GZ
area to FCONA, via the DOE, on February 15, 1984 (Exhibit 13).
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IV.

ANALYSIS

The Board determined that a number of factors combined to form the causal
basis for the accident. An outline of the key factors and relationships is
represented in Figure 28, the Events and Causal Factors Chart.
A.

Geotechnical Aspects of the Accident

The Board learned that there was a pervasive belief within the DOE/DNA
test community that DNA tunnel effects shots in Rainier Mesa had not and would
not chimney to the surface of the Mesa. The broad, shallow depressions observed
on survey lines above the MINERS IRON and HURON LANDING events and the subsequent
additional subsidence on MINERS IRON were not made generally known until after
the MIDAS MYTH event. It was assumed these initial shallow depressions were
due to ground shock compaction of the vitrified tuff below the welded caprock
with subsequent sag of the caprock into the resultant void space. A reasonable
interpretation of the secondary collapse on MINERS IRON, however, is that
additional chimney growth is responsible for the renewed surface subsidence.
Subsequent to the MIDAS MYTH event an empirical analysis of surface
subsidence craters on Rainier Mesa was developed as an addition to an already
existing study of Pahute Mesa events and Yucca Flat events which were emplaced
deep enough to be detonated in tuff. These analyses are: (1) Yucca Flat
(Figure 29), (2) Pahute Mesa (Figure 30), and (3) Rainier Mesa (Figure 31 and
32). The analysis shows that Rainier tests with scaled depths of burial near
MIDAS MYTH might chimney to the surface If they were to behave like Yucca
Flat events in tuff (Figure 32) but would not be expected to chimney to- the
surface if they behaved like Pahute Mesa events (Figure 31). The Rainier Mesa
events would have reasonably been expected to exhibit chimney growth more similar
to Pahute Mesa than Yucca Flat events because the Yucca Flat tests always have
a large thickness of "low bulking" alluvium above them. The lesser bulking of
unconsolidated alluvium results in greater chimney heights.
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Figure 29 is a graph showing the scaled depth of
burial that would give a 50 percent possibility of
collapse in Yucca Flat.
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Figure 30 is a graph showing that SOOS that would
give a 50 percent possibility of collapse on
Pahute Mesa.
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Figure 31 is a graph of Rainier Mesa tests showing
the SO0 that would Indicate a 50 percent possibility
of collapse if they behaved like those on Pahute Mesa.
Figure 31 was prepared after the MIDAS MYTH event.
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Figure 32 is a graph of Rainier Mesa tests showing
the SDOB that would indicate a 50 percent possibility
of collapse if they behaved like Yucca Flat events.
This indicates that MIDAS MYTH SDOB lies essentially
on the 50 percent probability line. Figure 32 was
prepared after the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO event.
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The Board considered it appropriate to examine the circumstances of the
MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO event that may have contributed to the unexpected surface
collapse. While it is not possible to establish with certainty that any one
factor or set of factors was responsible, the Investigation has revealed several
aspects of this test that were at or beyond the limits of previous experience.
These aspects and their relevance are itemized as follows:
o

The yield of the MIDAS MYTH device was examined in view of the
anomalously extensive damage to the tunnel and the fact that the
surface above the event subsided. From seismic yield determinations
by the LLNL (Exhibit 14) and the SNL (Exhibit 15), MIDAS MYTH was
determined to be below its maximum credible yield*.

In addition,

and considered a more credible determination of yield, the LAHL
Prompt Review (of diagnostics) also indicates a yield in the design
range.

However, FCONA plans to obtain a sample of cavity debris by

drilling for chemical analysis for a final yield determination.
o

The scaled depth of MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO* was shallower than for any
of the modern Rainier Mesa events. This could lead to a larger void
beneath the welded tuff caprock as the chimney grew upward and consequently a greater likelihood that the chimney would extend into or
through the caprock.

o

The separation between MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO and HUSKY PUP was less, in
terms of scaled-distance, than for any previous tests in modern Rainier
experience. This proximity could have subjected the overlying rock,
especially the welded tuff caprock which often supports the vo-id at
the top of these Rainier Mesa chimneys, to more motion and consequent
disruption than Is normal, thereby lessening its mechanical strength.

o

The location of MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO was such that surface ground zero
was near the topographic edge of the Mesa. Several other DNA tests
have had a similar geometry. This proximity to the edge of the Mesa,

*Yield information deleted.
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however, could have resulted in relief of horizontal stresses in the
welded caprock, both before and during primary ground motion.

As a

result, this stress relief could have allowed the vertical joints in
the caprock to open or allowed easier relative motion.
o

Observed damage in the tunnel was much greater than anticipated based
on all prior tunnel experience. A comparison was made of MIDAS MYTH
underground damage to that experienced on previous events (Figures
33-42). The nearly saturated zeolitized tuff beds in the MIDAS MYTH
tunnel have the lowest gas filled porosity (1.2-1.7X) ever measured
for an effects test in Rainier Mesa. This could be expected to result
in greater coupling of energy into ground motion (Exhibit 5). These
observations are not inconsistent with formation of a somewhat larger
cavity than normally expected. A larger cavity would tend to result
in higher chimney growth.

In summary, there was a preponderance of experience before MIDAS MYTH/
MILAGRO which led the testing community to believe that while a distinct cavity
collapse would occur, a surface crater would not develop from this cavity collapse. Inquiry subsequent to the event and analysis of existing data have
disclosed information not commonly known and have provided results which Indicate the possibility of surface cratering for this scaled depth of burial in
Rainier Mesa. The analyses and evaluations performed before the event focused
on containment and radiological safety. There was no consideration of hazards
to personnel on the Mesa, that would arise from cavity collapse phenomena.
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B.

The Accident

The Board has learned that there were several factors in the MIDAS
MYTH/MILAGRO location which caused it to be different from other tunnel events.
Each of these caused this event to be less conservative than other events
conducted in that area. At the maximum credible yield, it had the shallowest
scaled depth of burial of any modern Rainier tunnel experiment. It also had
the lowest scaled separation from any modern previous event in Rainier Mesa.
The trailer park was located essentially at SGZ.
It appeared to the Board that any single one of these factors should have
been a flag to indicate to the Test Controller, the Scientific Advisor,-the
Test Group Directors, and others that extra precautions should be used In postdetonation operations. It became apparent to the Board that the Test Controller
an.d his Panel were almost totally absorbed with the possibility of the postshot
release of radioactive material and had no thought of possible injuries from
collapse-generated ground motion.
A nuclear explosive safety study was conducted.
containment.

An NV panel reviewed

There were containment, technical and readiness briefings.

The

Test Controller's Advisory Panel deliberated and-made recommendations. However,
none of these activities included a&safety review of such depth so as to highlight and question any of the factors discussed above.
There was a Memorandum of Agreement between DNA and LANL which included a
statement that LANL would accept responsibility for Mesa safety coordination
when fielding commenced. The Memorandum also provided that all postshot reentry
and recovery efforts would be approved by the Test.Controller'and would be
conducted under the control of FCONA. DOE was not informed of this Memorandum
of Agreement. The safety and health coordination responsibility for Mesa
operations was not formally transferred from DOE to LANI. The Board learned
that it is a practice for the testing organization, rather than DOE, to initiate
.the action which transfers the safety and health coordination responsibility.
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The FCDNA Test Group Oirector asked for permission to go to the tunnel
portal and to reenter the Mesa Trailer Park to cut cables although he noted
continued activity on the geophone record display. 'He believed that it was
not necessary to determine if cavity collapse had occurred until tunnel reentry was to be undertaken.
The LANL Test Group Oirector believed that the initial reentry party
activity on the Mesa was a FCONA requirement. He saw no need to be concerned
about cavity collapse at the time permission was requested for the Mesa party
to reenter the area, even though there were LANL personnel in that party.
The Scientific Advisor and the Test Controller agreed that although collapse might occur, the ground motion would not constitute an unacceptable hazard to people in the trailer park. This attitude so prevailed that even at 15
to 20 minutes before collapse when the geophones displayed a clear indication
of imminent collapse, no steps were taken to alert the trailer park occupants.
The underground cavity collapse was not believed to constitute a real hazard
to the Trailer Park Reentry Team. Even after safety geophone signals indicated
cavity collapse and this fact was generally recognized by the Test Controller's
Advisory Panel, there was no apparent concern for consequences to the Reentry
Team until notification of surface collapse and personnel injuries was received.
The Board believes that there was inadequate consideration by the Test
Controller and Scientific Advisor of the postshot seismic activity as displayed on the safety geophone reentry system when the decision was made to
permit reentry to the trailer park. It was learned that for Yucca Flat events,
LANL and LLNL procedures do not permit reentry into recording trailer parks as
long as there are seismic signals indicating continued chimney growth toward
probable collapse. If a surface collapse does not ensue within a reasonable
period reentry is made under stringent safety procedures. There must be
constant observation of the geophone signal and an adequate system for alerting
people in the trailer park that a collapse may occur, thus giving them time to
protect themselves from any earth movement. In the case of Rainier Mesa underground tunnel events, reentry to mesa recording trailer park historically had
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not been controlled by interpretation of geophone signals eyen though the
tunnel reentry procedures require a 24 hour delay if there has not been a clear
signal of collapse on the geophones. For Rainier Mesa tunnel events, the trailer
parks have been typically located 300 to 450 meters from surface ground zero.
Thus, if collapse occurred, whether surface or underground, the trailer park
and reentry personnel were far removed from ground zero and the location of
the collapse.
In the case of MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO, the near point of the recording trailer park was about 26m from surface ground zero. The MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO trailer park area partially overlapped the expected cavity, that is, the perimeter
of the trailer park was Inside one cavity radius at the surface. Although
there was a study made to determine that the trailers and data recording devices could survive the initial ground shock, there was no consideration given
to people being..in the trailer park at collapse time, and thus no thought given
to the possibility of injury.
The Scientific Advisor testified that, in his opinion, a subsurface collapse did not constitute a hazard that he thought was unacceptable.
In summary, the Board noted that permission was given to reenter the trailer
park without restraint except for the previously approved MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO
Portal and Mesa Reentry/Recovery Plan which contained no reference to any sort
of collapse. There was no discussion of the possibility of injury to people
in the trailer park from surface or subsurface collapse. Overriding opinion
that there would be no collapse at or near surface ground ,zero and a seeming
lack of recognition that the trailer park was essentially over ground zero led
to an unfortunate decision to allow early reentry to the trailer park.
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C.

Post-Accident Activity

The initial medical response at the trailer park was good. It appeared
that individual performance by the medical personnel was outstanding. The
first two paramedics at the site of the accident started triaqe at 1246.
However, communication was a major problem. Because of the noise level when
helicopters were at the trailer park the paramedics, nurse and doctor could
only communicate by shouting at very close range. There were no radio handpacks.
The capability for patching radio communication between the people in the trailer
park and the helicopters was not recognized or utilized. The helicopter Sefox
P05 did not have headsets and therefore the medical personnel on board were
unable to receive any messages or communicate with the crew.
The first helicopter, Sefox #62 arrived at 1251.
injured were placed aboard shortly thereafter.

The two most seriously

The helicopter was held at the

trailer park upon the recommendation of the test panel medical member pending
the arrival of a physician from Mercury Medical to check the most seriously
injured. The doctor arrived in the second helicopter at 1340, but was not
informed that he was to examine these patients, nor did he do so. At 1345,
#62 finally departed for Mercury Medical upon the orders of a paramedic, having been at the trailer park 54 minutes, a seemingly long waiting period.
Helicopter #62 arrived at Mercury at 1405, but could have gone directly to
Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital, bypassing Mercury Medical, had it left the
trailer park as soon as it was loaded. Due to the delay at the trailer park,
refueling was desired.
There appeared to be a decided lack of direction at the scene of the accident. The FCDNA Mesa Reentry Team leader appears to have assumed the role
of telephone talker, relaying information to the Operations Room. Arriving
medical and evacuation personnel could not identify the person in charge and
control and direction to the helicopters appeared nonexistent. Thus, the first
helicopter was unnecessarily delayed for at least thirty minutes after having
been loaded with patients. Directions from the Operations Room concerning
physician examination of patients, holding of helicopters and routing of
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helicopters, seemed to contribute significantly to the delay and confusion.
The instructions from the Operations Room were passed to the helicopters, but
were not passed to the personnel at the scene, and these personnel had no radio
contact with the helicopters.
The evacuation of the injured did not seem to be executed in a timely
manner. There appeared to be sole reliance on evacuation by helicopter. There
were three ambulances on scene at 1304. All of the patients that remained
following the loading of the first helicopter could have been evacuated by
ambulance and delivered to Mercury Medical in approximately one hour.
There did not seem to be a program for training REECo Occupational Physicians
in'NTS operations, nuclear testing, or mass casualty evacuation.
There was apparently no labeling or tagging of patients which added to
the difficulty of the situation, especially as to types of injury, medications
administered, etc. As a result many of the injured were examined over and
over by different medical personnel, i.e., one patient finally asked them to
stop checking her.
The litters were not compatible with Air Force helicopter hardware, thereby
reducing the patient load and compromising comfort of travel.
There appeared to be an inordinate amount of handling or moving of the
patients, (i.e., from trailer park to helicopter to ambulance to Mercury Medical
facility to ambulance to helicopter to Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital).
It appeared that there were medical procedures unnecessarily performed at
Mercury Medical since they were done at the hospitals in Las Vegas.
There was a problem at the entry to the trailer park with vehicles blocking the road.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS
A.

Probable Causes

o
The immediate cause of the accident was the collapse of the
ground at the recording trailer park while occupied by reentry personnel.
A contributory cause was the location of the cable head and the
recording trailer park in close proximity to SGZ.
o

Another contributory cause was the pervasive belief that there
would be no surface collapse from a Rainier Tunnel Experiment. This allowed a
decision to permit workers to be in the area which collapsed.
o

o
An apparent cause of the surface expression of the cavity
collapse is that this SOOB exceeded the threshold at which collapse could be a
possibility and perhaps was augmented by the low scaled separation from HUSKY
PUP.
B.

FFindings
o

This was the only diagnostic trailer park ever to partially
overlap the expected cavity, i.e., inside one cavity radius at
the surface.

o

MIDAS MYTt/MILAGRO and HUSKY PUP had the smallest scaled separation of working points for any events on the Mesa.

o

At the maximum credible yield, MIDASMYTH/MILAGRO had the shallowest
scaled depth of burial of any modern Rainier Mesa event.

o

The integrity of the welded tuff caprock of Rainier Mesa may
have been compromised by repeated nuclear detonations.
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o

There were data existing prior to the event which indicated the
possibility of a surface collapse.

o

A LANL study to examine trailer survivability from initial ground
shock did not consider surface collapse, or the safety of reentry
personnel who might be in the trailer park.

o

DOE does not transfer safety And health coordination responsibility until requested to do so by the testing organization.

o

A safety review encompassing all aspects of the event was not
conducted.

a

FCONA did not inform DOE of the agreement reached with LANL on
the conduct of MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO;

o

DOE did not assign safety and health coordination responsibility
for Rainier Mesa operations.

o

The only concern expressed by the Test Controller and Scientific
Advisor when considering release of the reentry parties was the
possibility of a radioactive release.

o-

Permission was given to reenter the trailer park without any
consideration of the possibility of injury to the reentry party
from subsurface or surface collapse.

o

The FCDNA Test Group Director was concerned with cavity collapse
for tunnel reentry but not for Mesa reentry.

o

The LANL Test Group Director assumed that FCDNA was responsible
for reentry personnel and, thus, did not follow the LANL normal
practice for reentry of trailer parks prior to collapse.
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o

At release of the reentry party from Gate 300,. the Test Controller
and Scientific Advisor interpreted signals from the geophone
record as indicating continued seismic activity. However, no
instructions were given to obtain an updated status of seismic
activity before entering the trailer park.

o

The Test Controller and Scientific Advisor observed increased
geophone activity at 15 to 20 minutes prior to collapse and
concluded that subsurface collapse was imminent, but no effort
was made to warn people in the trailer park of the possibility
of ground motion.

o

An ambulance and paramedic did not accompany the Mesa Reentry
Party.

o

Initial medical response to the accident was good.

o

Lack of communication among medical personnel and the fact that
no single individual coordinated all phases of the evacuation
at the trailer park resulted in repeated examination of some of
the injured.

o

Lack of adequate communication between the Operations Room,
medical personnel and evacuation personnel, resulted in undue
delay in evacuation of the injured, i.e., over four hours before
the first of the injured arrived in Las Vegas.

o

Other than RERO, there have been no mass casualty drills involving
the REECo medical staff.

o

The handling and moving of the patients were excessive.

0

REECo Occupational Physicians have little knowledge of hazards
connected with nuclear testing and test site work places.
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o

The injured were not tagged or labeled so as to identify type
of Injury, medication given, etc.

o

NTS litters were not compatible for optimum use in Air Force
helicopters.

o

The wind sock installed at the trailer park facilitated helicopter
operations.

o

The location of the helicopter pad at Mercury necessitates the
use of an ambulance for transfer to the Medical Facility.

o

Notification of news media and subsequent announcements and
briefings were handled in a professional and timely manner.
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C.

Judgment of Needs
There needs to be:

Further investigation into the impact of this unexpected occurrence
on the fielding of future tunnel experiments in Rainier Mesa.
DOE participation in, or notification of, agreements between testing
agencies concerning operations at the Nevada Test Site.
Review and possible revision of the procedure used to assign safety
and health coordination responsibilities pre and postshot.
A comprehensive safety review for each 4vent conducted by or for the
Test Controller.
A clear assignment made with responsibility for safety geophone
monitoring, interpreting, and communicating the status of seismic activity to
those responsible for reentries.
A written procedure for safely entering Surface Ground Zero proximity
after detonation, if a clear signal of collapse has not been seen.
Periodic mass casualty drills.
A program to require REECo Occupational Physicians to become more
familiar with test site work places and various hazards connected with test
operations.
A requirement that an ambulance and paramedic(s) accompany reentry
teams into remote areas.
A standard tagging procedure to identify injury, medication
administered, etc.
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A system for improved communications among:
1.

Medical personnel

2.
3.
4.

Medical personnel and person in charge at accident site
Person in charge at accident site and Operations Room
Accident site personnel and evacuation vehicle operators

A person in charge at the scene and a means to identify that person
to all involved.
A review of evacuation practices concerning the movement and handling
of patients.
A study to determine the feasibility and desirability of constructing
a helicopter pad adjacent to the Mercury Medical facility.
A standing requirement that work sites have a wind sock nearby in
case there is an accident and it is desirable to use a helicopter.
An acquisition of litters compatible with military helicopter hardware.
These should then be available to all areas of NTS.
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VI.

SIGNATURES

The investigation was conducted and the report prepared by:

Robert H. Thalgott,,/'airman
Consultant to DOE

.~~~~~

C. Smts,
m
Member
Deputy Director
Contracts and Property Division
Nevada Operations Office

Ronald T. Stearns, S vSetary
Chief, Measurements & Detection Branch
Nuclear Systems Division
Nevada Operations Office
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Representatives and Advisors follow:
Harry R. Seymour, NV
Safety Specialist
Roy C. Baumann
Assistant Chief Counsel
DOE Nevada Operations Office
Kenneth M. Oswald
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LCDR Kenneth K. Miles, USN
Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency
Collin W. Ounnam
Manager, Occupational Safety & Fire Protection
REECo
Robert H. Campbell
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Consultant
Wendell 0. Weart
Sandia National Laboratories
Maxwell E. Kaye, M.D.
Medical Advisor, EPA
Michael Marelli
DOE Rad Safe Advisor
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Department of Energy
Nevada Operations Office
P. 0. Box 14100
Las Vegas, NV 89114-4100

FES1 6 1984

Robert H. Thalgott, Las Vegas, NV
C. John Smits, Oir., CPO, NV
Ronald T. Stearns, Chief, Measurements &
Detection Br., NSO, NV
INVESTIGATION BOARD - SUBSIDENCE AT U12T, rHE NEVADA TEST SITE,
FEBRUARY 15, 1984
You are hereby appointed members of a Board to conduct a Type A investigation
and submit a formal report on the circumstances, cause(s) and contributing
factors, if any, of the occurrence leading to the injury of contractor
employees in the MIDAS-MYTH/MILAGRO trailer park in Area 1.2 at the Nevada
Test Site, February 15, 1984.
Mr. Thalgott will serve as Chairman of the Board, and Mr. Stearns will serve
as Secretary. The investigation and report will be in accordance with the
provisions of DOE Order 5484.1, Chapter II.
The following organizations are invited to designate a representative to
participate in the investigation:
Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Sandia National Laboratory
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
The individuals listed below will serve as advisors to the Board during the
investigation:
Harry R. Seymour, Jr., Safety Advisor
Collin W. Ounnam, Safety Advisor
Michael A. Marelli, Radiological Advisor
Roy C. Baumann, Legal Advisor
Maxwell E. Kaye, M.D., Medical Advisor
The Board may call on any other technical advisors or consultants deemed
necessary by the Chairman.
In the conduct of the investigation, the Board shall have the authority
to consult with, enlist the aid of, and take statements from any and all
personnel whose authority, responsibility, function and activity might
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directly or indirectly bear on the circumstances under investigation. The
authority of the Board also includes the right to control the accident site,
equipment and materials therein until such time as the Board chooses to
relinquish such control to proper authority.
Shed R. Elliott,
point of contact
review the draft
arrangements for

Director, Safety and Health Division, NV, is the Board's
in this office and will assist the Board as necessary,
report for completeness prior to publication, and coordinate
management briefings as requested.

The report of the investigation is to be submitted to me with appropriate
recommendations by March 28, 1984.

Thomas
Manager
cc:

R. C. Amick, CC, NV
J. R. Gilpin, AMA, NV
H. 0. Cunningham, REECo, Las Vegas
Commander, Field Command, DNA, Kirtland AFB, NM
W. P. Wolff, LANL, Mercury, NV
R. H. Ide, LLNL (L-50), Livermore, CA
B. G. Edwards, SNL, Mercury, NV
G. E. Schweitzer, EPA, Las Vegas
J. W. LaComb, DOD/DNA/Mercury, NV
K. L. Groves, FC/DNA, FCY, Kirtland AFB, NM
H. R. Seymour, Jr., DOE/NTS
C. W. Dunnam, REECo, NTS
M. A. Marelli, HPD, NV
R. C. Baumann, OCC, NV
M. E. Kaye, MD, EPA
R. C. Reed, PanAm, Mercury, NV
D. E. Patterson, DOE/HQ (EP-32) GTN
Col. J. T. Weathers, USA, DOE/HQ (DP-226) GTN
R. W. Taft, AMES, NV
S. R. Elliott, SHO, NV
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Paul P. Orkild, USGS, Weapons Coordinator
Juan R. Pena, REECo, Radiation Safe Monitor
J. L. Smith, REECo, Operations Superintendent
Noble Simpson, REECo, Laborer
William J. Mayer, LANL, Staff Engineer
Elmer J. Sowder, Jr., LANL, Test Director, Test Operations
Office
Nathan M. Lencioni, REECo, Industrial Hygienist
Dale L. Cox, LANL, Event Engineer
Stephen C. Foster, PANAM, Photographer
Elizabeth M. McDowell, REECo, Radiation Monitor
James W. Shugart, REECo, Supervisor, Radiological Field
Superintendent
Darwin Hoskin, REECo, Environmental Sciences
Richard Solzano, REECo, Radiation Safe Monitor
Kenneth R. English, REECo, Teamster
Clarence R. Mehl, SNL, Division Supervisor of Effects
Experiments
Leonard Kreisler, M.D., REECo, Medical Director
Darrell W. McIndoe, M.D., Self-employed, Medical Member of
Test Controller's Advisory Panel
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Persons Testifying Before the Board
Lt. Commander Kenneth K. Miles, USN, FCONA FCTS, Test
Directorate, Safety
Carter Broyles, PhD, SNL, Scientific Advisor to the Test
Controller for MIOAS MYTH/MILAGRO
Dick P. Adams, EG&G, assigned to FCDNA, Cable Coordinator
Robert M. Nelson, Jr., DOE Assistant Manager for
Operations, appointed Test Controller for MIDAS
MYTH/MILAGRO
Walter P. Wolff, LANL, Test Group Director, MILAGRO
Russell B. Buchanan, LANL, Staff Member, Health, Safety &
Environment, Seismic Group 1
Anthony J. Parenti, M.D., REECo Medical Occupational
Physician
Leo T. Brady, SNL, Technical Staff Associate assigned to
NTS Staff
Joseph B. LaComb, DOD/FCDNA, Chief, Construction Division
Joseph H. Dryden, DOE, Director, Nevada Test Site Office
Major Jerry D. Wilcox, USAF, FCDNA, Test Group Director,
MIDAS MYTH Event
Carl Keller, FCDNA, Containment Scientist
Jeffrey L. Ellis, REECo, Paramedic
Darrell McPherson, DOE, Mining Safety Specialist
Dean R. Townsend, F&S Inc., Chief, Geology Section
Barbara A. McFee, RN, REECo, Chief Nurse
Collin Ounnam, REECo, Manager, Occupational Safety and Fire
Protection
William W. White, REECo, Paramedic
Linden Kelly, H&N, Consultant
thomas A. Weaver, PhD, LANL, Deputy Group Leader of
Geophysics Group
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Jack W. House, PhD, LANL, Program Manager for Containment
Robert L. Ghee, WSI Sergeant
Thomas Kunkle, PhD, LANL, Staff Member
Arlin R. Givens, Jr., LANL, Associate Group Leader
Stanley Anson, REECo Medical Administrator
John 0. Stewart, DOE, Acting Branch Chief, Operations
Management Branch
Lafayette McMorris, WSI, Sensitive Assignment Specialist
James K. Magruder, DOE, Director, Nuclear Systems Division
Capt. Robert S. Clegg, 4460th Helicopter Squadron, Pilot
and flight Commander
Maj. Peter G. Graf, 4460th Helicopter Squadron, Assistant
Operations Officer
1st Lt. Glen R. Schumacher, 4460th Helicopter Squadron,
Pilot
Capt. Jerald H. Friddell, 4460th Helicopter Squadron,
Pilot
James H. Metcalf, SNL, Staff Member in the Environmental
Health Department
Frank E. Dow, FCDNA, Program Manager
Paul J. Mudra, DOE, Director, Test Operations Division
William G. Pyzyna, REECo, Paramedic
John H. Held, REECo, Labor Foreman
Thurston W. Slack, REECo Laborer
David L. Reed, REECo Laborer
Robert L. Ferguson, REECo Laborer
James T. Nomeland, REECo, Wireman
Billy C. Moore, DOE, Deputy Assistant Manager for
Operations
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ization test we did leak check, checking all the drill holes to the
mesa and checked along the fault traces, etc., to see if we could
see traces of gas on the mesa. Basically, the leak test or pressure test of the plug was successful. We saw some minor leaks
under the skin of the trainway at the working point end which we
had anticipated based on the first test. We did see some leaks
through the grout tubes we had in the plug but not on the portal
side. They were all forward of the keyway and we were not surpirsed.
We drilled those out and put sodium silicate on them just to be
safe.
The grout in the gas seal plug trainway broke at 3160 with Waterways and 2982 with H&N with an average of 2971 psi. The criteria
for the plug in that trainway is 2000 psi so it is in good shape.
Once again, I will be getting a report on this pour and the main
drift protection plug in the morning.
Once again, on the penetrations, the seal plates, as on the protection plug, we had to put plastic steel on this also.
Vertical drill holes: At the CEP we presented that we would cut
cables off in old cable holes and weld plates, both on top and
bottom of the casings. That has been accomplished and plates have
been welded on and the void behind the plate has been pressure
grouted to make sure the plates have been capped.
Drill hole #6: We did find it and we ran a wire line down 20',
welded a cap on it and pressure grouted the hole to try and squeeze
it. All we concluded is that we have a drill hole with 20' of
grout in it and a welded cap on it.
The remaining drill holes, other than those, we did some work on.
We extended the surface casing top 3 to 4 feet to enable us to
find the drill holes. We put up steel posts with a hole designation sign.
We did
with 2
making
welded

that because of some problems we have had in the past where
feet of snow on the mesa the collar pipe is not high enough
it hard to find the drill hole. These extensions have been
and inner capped.

The LANL cable hole was stemmed as told to the CEP. I looked at
some of the grout data we had this morning and found that it was between 2000 and 2500 psi. There is no reason for the hole to have
changed.
As far as the drill holes are concerned, a representative from F&S
and one from H&N will go to the mesa before dark this evening to
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double check these collars to make sure no one has disturbed them.
That check will be made this evening and we will report on it in
the morning.
One addition that LANL did make was a post shot cellar on their
pad which is 2.6 meters deep.
The gas seal door: The big one isstill open. Once the button-up
crew and Arming Party is through, we will close it and intend to
start pressurizing it and hopefully have that volume between the
gas seal door and gas seal plug at 10 psi at readiness time.
One thing I might point out, since it was asked this morning,
Jerry alluded to it, is that we do have a series of shield walls
and what we call convection walls in the tunnel. When we constructed the shield walls we paid a bit of attention to getting
the cables separated as much as possible. What that does is isolate the LOS pipe drift from the remainder of the tunnel complex
so that if we saw a situation like on Huron Landing where we had
a minor seepage in the LOS pipe drift, perhaps these convection
walls 4Wiould contain it.
This is not a containment thing, but it might assist you when
you are looking at the RAMS readings, comparing RAMS here and here,
it might explain some of the phenomena that may be going on.
Additionally, there is a wall in the by-pass drift should we have
a seepage there.
That is all I have unless you have questions.
No questions.
Or. Broyles:
sentatives?

May we now have statements from the contractor repre-

J. Morrison (SfS):
R. Ritchey (H&N):
L. Ryan (H&N):

We concur with the presentation.
Speaking for Midas Myth, we concur.

Speaking for Milagro, H&N concurs.

Bud Edwards (REECo):

REECo concurs.

CONTAINMENT SCIENTISTS:
T. A. Weaver (LANL): The emplaced stemming and containment features
for the Midas Myth event are essentially as presented to and approved by the CE°P.

EXHIBIT 2

MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO SUBSIDENCE
February 15, 1984
SUMMARY OF ACTIONS/RESPONSES
Taken By The
NV OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
On February 15-17, 1984

WEDNESDAYo FEBRUARY 15. 1984
The Midas Myth/Milagro underground nuclear test was conducted
Tentative plans were to postat 9 a.m. on February 1S, 1984.
announce the test at 10 a.m.
However, at about 9:15 a.m.
several telephone calls were received from persons stating they
had felt "an earth movement" and wanting to know if a test had
been conducted at the Nevada Test Site (NTS).
It was then
decided to postannounce the test at 9:35 a.m. and the local media
were notified by phone. A confirming news release
was mailed that. morning.
At approximately 12:30 p.m., Robert M. Nelson, assistant manager
for NV Operations and test controller for the Midas Myth/Milagro
weapons effects test. alerted the NV Office of Public Affairs
(OPA) that a subsidence occurred at approximately 12:15 p.m. and
that some members of the reentry crew were injured. The NV/OPA
staff in Las Vegas drafted a preliminary news announcement based
on available data.
The staff also alerted the DOE/HQ press
secretary's office and the press representative for the DOE
Office of Military Application.
David F. Miller, Director of the NV/OPA# arrived about 2:15 p.m.
from Control Point 1 where he had served as the OPA representative for the 9 a.m. Midas Myth/Milagro T-Tunnel Test. Miller
revised and updated the draft announcement and obtained NV
Manager Thomas R. Clark's approval to issue it.
The CPA staff began reading the announcement to the local news
media, Including the wire services, about 4 p.m. and responding
to other media inquiries that were backlogged. From about 2 p.m.
until the 4 p.m. announcement. the NV/OPA staff only confirmed
that there had been a subsidence with injuries.
The OPA staff remained on duty until 9 p.m. and answered about
100 total media inquiries. The OPA Director gave interviews
to two local television stations and the Las Vegas Sun newspaper
in the NV lobby about 4:30 p.m., and a live local TV interview at
6 p.m. At 8:15 p.m., the OPA staff telephoned the status and
disposition of the injured to the media.
Media
calls after 9 p.m. were routed to the NV/EOC for re-routing to
the home telephone numbers of the public affairs specialists.

2

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY 16,

1984

At 7:30 a.m. Thursday, February 16, the NV Manager, OPA Director
and others reviewed the video tape of the helicopter
medical evacuation and the Manager approved its release to the
media.
Media interest was intense and the Manager approved
holding a press conference at 12 noon, using the video tape and
NTS map to explain what happened. OPA staff prepared press
information packets and copies of the tape for release at the
conference. The packet included all previously released
materials, the Manager's statement about the investigation
panel
and a written explanation of the video scenes.
OPA responded to about 70 media calls throughout
the day.
NV Manager Clark met with approximately 35 reporters, including
representatives from Associated Press, United Press Inter
national, Cable Network News,. Los Angeles Times, New York Times,
CBS, NBC and ABC television networks, at a press conference at
noon on February 16. The Manager's responses brought a turning
point in the flood of news media telephone calls by reaffirming
earlier OPA statements that there was no escape of radiation into
the atmosphere and convincing reporters that the yield range of
the test was less than 20 kilotons.
This point is significant because a geologist at the University
of Nevada (Las Vegas) told newsmen that t.he test yield range "was
around 100 kilotons," and the Soviet TASS news agency accused the
U.S. of violating the 1974 Threshold Test Ban agreement.
The
next day newsmen reported that a university spokesman downgraded
the earlier statement by saying that the yield range was less
than 20 kilotons according to university instruments.
Copies of the video tape were distributed to television newsmen
at the press conference.
Efforts to obtain "still" photographs
for newsmen on February 16 by helicopters and ground crews were
prevented by strong winds and blowing snow.
FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY 17,

1984

The NV/OPA staff responded to about 40 telephone calls and
originated about 30 calls to update wire services, local media
and others requesting updates. A news release was also produced
and distributed that named the newly appointed NV investigating
panel and advisory personnel assigned to work with the panel.
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One of the problems is that this represents 3 specimens but they
are all from the same batch of grout so they are not showing a
variety of batches. The numbers on the bottom here are more representative.
The one thing I have arranged to do is have H&N go in today with
their core drill and take 3' of core out of the gas seal plug so
we will have core breaks early tomrrow morning. We also have
specimens left in these three placements, both at Waterways and
H&N, which they will break in the morning, and they will call me
at the CP at 4 A.M. to tell me what they look like.
I don't think this is a problem. I have talked with Waterways and
am a little concerned about the grout strength at 7 days. I want
to look at it tomorrow to make sure it is not a real trend.
It is impossible to know everything but it is spurious, to say
the least.
The exception to what we presented to the CEP is that there was a
TAPS and MAC firing box located here. We said we would embed that
directly in grout. LANL asked us to put a box around this and pour
protexulate around it to give it further moisture protection; so,
we added a box 3' deep and 5' square and poured a foot of protexulate around the firing box. There is a very small volumn right
there that is not grout. This is not unusual. Typically, we either have a stack of sand bags at that area to protect the cables or
some such protection.
All of the valves in the stemming region are working at the moment,
as best we know. It is our plan, when we button up in this region
tonight, to turn the PDPs on, the positive displacement pumps,
close the drain line valves and let the pumps pump deadhead until
we see the high water light come on.
We will then open the valves, pump the water out and then close be(the valve again.
The reason for this is that the pumps are so good they will pull
a negative pressure of about 2 psi if we left them on to pump continually. This evening we will exercise 4 of the 8 valves and get
them in a readiness position.
The discussion at the CEP regarding these valves - it was the concensus that if either one of the two valves in a line were closed
that it would be suitable to proceed.
The way things are presently scheduled for in the morning is that
the valve closures of the LANL chill water line will start at minus
25 minutes, they should be closed early, within 5 minutes, and that
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should give 5 minutes to call here to tell the panel the valves
are all closed.
Based on our more recent experience with these valves, there is
no reason to think they will not close. We will have a 15 minute
countdown but will be aware of what the situation is before start
of countdown.
Vessel #2: This is all of the tunnel volume inside 3 drift protection plugs. At the CEP we did note that we had to add 3 cables
through the trainway of the main lift drift protection plug. Those
have been accomplished. The gas blocks are our typical type of
pipe gas blocks with bulkhead connector. The cables were presented to the CE-.
The grout in the trainway through this plug broke at 3540 and 3535
psi with the two different agencies this morning and that is in keeping with what we would expect. Criteria is 2000 psi.
The 0.7 plug, discussed at the CEP, has been emplaced. The concrete
in this plug broke at 5200 psi this morning and is well above criteria.
The mechanical plug and cable plug are as they were presented to
the CE? with penetrations being in accordance to what was presented.
No major changes.
There is one minor change in the penetrations; in that, at the CEP
we said a steel plate would be continually welded all the way around,
but because of the location of some of the vistanex tubes coming
out of the penetration, we were unable to get to stretches of 2" to
4" by the plate to weld them on. As a result we then put plastic
steel on those stretches and there is one on each of these penetrations, about 2" to 4" of plastic steel.
Plastic steel is suitable emplacement for this kind of application
and is not of concern. However, it is an exception to what was orecisely said at the CE?.
Vessel #3: All of the tunnel volume inside the gas seal plug designed for 500 psi or 500 degrees f.
Since the CEP, we had to add 4 cables to the trainway of the gas
seal plug; added three reentry power cables and one RAMS cable
through the trainway. Those gas blocks are of the same design as
those replaced in the trainway of the drift protection plug. It
is the standard technique of pipe gas blocks we use with bulkhead
feed-through connectors.
Since the CEP we did do the second pressure test of the plug because
of the number of penetrations we put through. During that pressur-
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Ul2t.04 Tunnel
1300 Hours, February 14, 1984

TEST CONTROLLER: R. M. Nelson, Jr., DOE
SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR: Dr. C. D. Broyles, SNL
ADVISORY PANEL: R. W. Titus, WSNSO; C. F. Costa, EPA; Dr. 0. W.
Mclndoe, Medical Advisor
TEST GROUP DIRECTOR: W. P. Wolff, LANL
TEST DIRECTOR: Maj. J. D. Wilcox, DNA
: J. W. LaComb, DOD/DNA
Dr. Broyles: This is the Containment Briefing for the Midas Myth/
Milagro event to be conducted in U12t.04 tunnel; We will start
right off and turn the presentation over to the DNA Test Director,
Major Wilcox.
Wilcox: We tried hard to come through with readiness on Valentine's
Day so I will have to apologize for not having made that exactly.
Since we have slipped in the past no one knows whether that is
Valentine's Day readiness or just another broken heart. So we will
go for tomorrow or make adjustments.
Midas Myth is in many respects like the Huron Landing event. Same
LOS shot; the pipe is the same taper, same closures as Huron Landing at same positions and distances.
There are some differences in the way the pipe is constructed here.
The test chamber is to 13' OD at approximately the 800' position.
We have a vacumn scatterer and we have a total of 24 roses recording underground with the great difference being no mesa recording
but fiber optics to the portal recording station.
We have a convection barrier in the by-pass drift which is a new
innovation.
I will turn this over to Joe LaComb who will brief the as-built
and containment aspects.
LaComb: As everyone is aware, we generally evaluate tunnel events
with a 3 Vessel concept. Today I will walk through the briefing
starting with Vessel #1.
This is what we have defined as Vessel #1 for Midas Myth. All of
the tunnel and media surrounding the working point, both horizontally and vertically from the working point.
In walking down the pipe string, to bring you up date, the pipe was
installed when we presented it to the CEP. The GSAC and MAC have
been pressurized for several works
Uhiht iressure has been hol

OF
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They are in good shape.

The Taos, unlike Huron Landing, we have gone back to the old Torque
specs for closing the plug in the door; so, hopefully, we will not.
have a calibrated leak in the Taps door.
Next viewaraph: Looking at the stemming plan for Midas Myth, I will
first walk down the pipe drift. Basically, this was completed to
this point and out through here when we briefed the CEP. I reviewed
all of the data from the breaks this morning.
The 0 -1 breaks were done yesterday because of the multitude of
tests we have to handle. Everything looks like it is in good shape
in the pipe drift.
We have one spurious test result here with the superlean grout plug
which is 15' long. It tested out at 50 psi yesterday morning.,
Normally, we would expect something between 100' and 200 psi for
superlean. I went back and checked the 28 day result on that area,
and at that time it tested at 35 psi. We don't consider this a significant problem since it is located outside of the MAC.
The reason we put superlean in there is to try to close the LOS pipe
at that point. Therefore, weaker in this area is not necessarily
bad. But it is a spurious point from what we had expected and should
be noted.
Going down the by-pass drift - this is pretty much as presented to
the CEP. I know of no changes, such as voids, as it is pretty well
built as reported to the CEP.
Rock matching grout and superlean grout in the by-pass drift looked
real fine this morning - around 1000 to 1050 and 100 to 200 psi.
The high strength grout had some results that were a little confusing. We had 3 placements in the high strength grout plug which
are delineated by these fancy marks here. In this plug, at seven
days we had 2945 psi with Waterways Experiment Station and had 3000
psi with HSN in breaks. This morning early, by 6:30, we got 2900
with WES and 2627 with H&N for an average of 2869 psi.
In the middle pour we see a similar set of results. This being Waterways and this being H&N and again with the overall average.
The anchor plug was only 7 days old so this is the result this morning and this is the average. These are the kind of results we would
expect in 7 days. They are not of concern. Our criteria is typically 2000 or 2500 psi for high strength grout. However, I always
target for 3000. 1 would suspect we have 3000 psi.
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Los Alams National Laboratory
Los Alamo.New Mexico 87545

Septemfber 3, 1982

NSP/TO
MS F670

Commander
Field Command DNA
Attn: FCTOU (Major Jerry 0. WI cox)
Kirtland AFB, NM 87115
Dear Major Wilcox:
Enclosed is the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO Memorandum of Agreement
which I have reviewed and signed.

Sincerely,

T. T. Scolman
Deputy Associate Director
Test Operations
TTS: pw
Enct:
cc:

a/s
J. W. House, ESS/CPO, MS F659
D. C. Hoffman, INC, MS G760
L. A. Gritzo, M-DO, MS P915
D. S. Metzger, P-DO, MS 0434
F. A. Morse, P-DO, MS 0408
P. B. Lyons, P-14, MS D410
N. S. P. King, P-15, MS 0406
L. F. Luehring, WX-OO, MS P945
E. J. Sowder, WX-6, MS F680
W. B. Oudgeon, WX-9, MS 0411
F. J. Honey, WX-10, MS f678
R. E. Hunter, X-OO, MS 8218
W. P. Wolff, NSP/TO, NTS/J900
W. P. Wolff, NSP/TO, MS F670
L. 0. Tatro, NSP/TO, MS f670
J. H. Norman, NSP/TO, MS f670
L. M. Baggett, NSP/TO, MS F670
C. R. Robertson, NSP/TO, MS F670
CRIM-4, MS AISO
TO files
N. M. Hoffman, X-5, IMS f669
AI nufi4iy. £
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DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY

FI ELD COMMAND
XIRTLAND AIR FORCE SASS. mEW MEXICO 3711

27 AUG 198?

FCTOU
SUBJECT:

Memorandum of Agreement between FCDNA and LANL,
MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO

Tom Scolman
Deputy Associate Director
for Test Operations
Los Alamos National Laboratory
P.O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Here is the MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO Memorandum of Agreement for your review
and signature.
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ERRYA6. WILCOX
Major, USAF
Test Group Director, MIDAS MYTH
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Two aspects of the stemming and containment plan have not been
presented to the CEP. These are: 1) four additional cables pass
through the gas seal plug - these are treated in the same manner
as the additional cables that pass through the drift protection
plug and that have been approved by the CEP. 2) for operational
reasons, plastic steel has been used for a small portion of the
gas tight weld on plates on the gas seal plug and in the drift
protection plug. Neither of these perturbations causes me concern for the containment of Midas Myth and I see no reason to
refer Midas Myth back to the CEP.
Vern Wheeler (LLNL):
Midas Myth has been emplaced and stemmed
as presented to the CEP.
Strength tests on some of the grout pours are somewhat ambiguous
but the grout pours meet criteria.
The minor change from a gas weld to a cold weld on a short section
of weld is acceptable and the addition of four electrical cables
is not a problem.
0%

The addition of a protective box around the firing set is of no
consequence.
None of these discrepancies degrade the containment of Midas Myth
and I see no reason to refer any of these back to the CEP.
Dr. Broyles:

Any questions from the Panel?

None.
Dr. Broyles: We have heard the presentations and the panel is
satisfied that Midas Myth and Milagro as-builts are as specified
to the CEP and there is no need to refer the minor variations
back to the CEP. We recommend proceeding.
Nelson: I agree with your recommendation and do not intend to
refer this back to the CEP. We will proceed with briefings as
scheduled.
Meeting adjourned.

Approved by:
<

9esf' Director
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Table l.--General stratigraphy of Rainier Mesa area, Nevada Test Site.

DINING CAR (Ul2e.18)
DEPTH OF WP

DISTANCE OF WP
TO PRS-TERTIARY

NEAREST EXPENDED

BELOW SURFACE

SURFACE

WP

383 m
>383 m

>260 m
>229 m

_____________-----

_______________________________
…____________

336 m to e.14

________________________________________________________________

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

THICKNESS (approximate,

in meters)

99
218
5 (partially welded)
21
88 (WP in Tt4H)
38 m above WP
50 m below WP
69
6 (non-welded)
39
>37

Tmr
Tp
Tbg
Tt5
Tt4
Tt3
Tbt
Tt2
Tot

CAMPHOR (Ul2g.10)
DEPTH OF WP
BELOW SURFACE

DISTANCE OF WP
TO PRE-TERTIARY
SURFACE

NEAREST EXPENDED
WP
…________________________________________________________________

437 m (vert)

331 m (vert)

244 m to g.97

427 m (slant)
…________________________________________________________________
STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT
Tmr
Tp
Tpt
Tp

THICKNESS (approximate, in meters)
…________________________________________________________________
153
33
12 (non- to densely
welded)
113 (partially zeolitized)

Tpsw
Tbg
Tt5
Tt4
Tt3
Tt2
Tot

96 (non-welded)
21 (welded)
36 (WP in Tt5)
114
81
58
>76

30 m above WP
6 m below WP

HUSKY PUP

DEPTH OF WP
BELOW SURFACE

(Ul2t.03)

DISTANCE OF WP
TO PRE-TERTIARY
SURFACE

NEAREST EXPENDED
WP

__________________________________________________________________

686 m to t.01

(vert)

348 m (vert)

260

32R m (slant)

255 (slant)
…________________________________________________________________

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

THICKNESS (approximate,

in meters)

_________________________________________________________________

123
98
20
41
108 (WP in Tt4F)
44
34 (welded)
46
67 (non-welded)
55
62

Tmr
Tp
Tbg
Tt5
Tt4
Tt 3
Tbt
Tt2
Tcf
Tot
Tc

HURON LANDING/DIAMOND ACE (Ul2n.15)
DEPTH OF WP
BELOW SURFACE

DISTANCE OF WP
TO PRE-TERTIARY
SURFACE

NEAREST EXPENDED
WP

…________________________________________________________________

407.8 m (vert)
402.A m (slant)

111.3 m (vert)
82.0 m (slant)

149.6 m to n.11
195.2 m to n.08

…________________________________________________________________

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

THICKNESS

(meters)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _…___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tmr
Tp
Tt5
Tt4
Tt3
Tbt
Tt2
Tot
Tc

60.4
160.0
26.0
120.4
45.6 (WP in Tt3A)
41.1 m above WP
4.6 m below WP
4.3 (non-welded)
56.7
31.1
14.6

Paleocolluvium

Tc

Consolidated colluvium consisting of pre-Tertiary
gravel and boulders in a
zeolitized tuff matrix

______________----- ______________________________
…_____________

MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO (Ul2t.04)

DEPTH OF WP
BELOW SURFACE

DISTANCE OF WP
TO PRE-TERTIARY
SURFACE

361 m (vert)
356 r (slant)

314 m (vert)
282 m (slant)

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT
Tmr
Tp
Tbg
Tt5
Tt4

NEAREST EXPENDED
WP

…________________________________________________________________
129 m to t.03

THICKNESS (meters)
113.1
89.3
8.8 (densely-welded)
52.8
109.7 (WP in Tt4ABCD)
96.9 m above WP
12.8 m below WP

Tt3

46.0

Tbt
Tt2
Tcf

27.7 (welded)
47.2
62.2 (non-welded)

Tot

54.9

Tc

63.4

STRATIGRAPHIC

UNIT

ABREViATION

LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

Rainier Mesa Member
of the Timber Mt.
Tuffs

Tmr

Upper portion, densely- to
moderately-welded ash-flow
tuff. Basal Portion, partially
to non-welded ash-flow tuff

Paintbrush Tuff

Tp

Vitric, bedded ash-fall tuff,
reworked ash-fall tuff, and
tuffaceous sandstone

Tiva Canyon Member
of the Paintbrush
Tuff

Tpt

Non-welded to densely-welded
ash-flow tuff

Stockade Wash Member
of the Paintbrush
Tuff

Tpsw

Non-welded ash-flow tuff
and bedded ash-fall tuff

Grouse Canyon Member
of the Belted Range

Tbg

Non-welded to denselywelded ash-flow tuff

Tunnel beds unit 5

Tt5

Vitric, thick-bedded ashfall tuff

Tunnel beds unit 4

Tt4

Zeolitized, bedded ashfall and reworked ashfall tuffs

Tunnel beds unit 3

Tt3

Zeolitized, bedded ashfall and reworked ashfall tuffs

Tub Spring Member

Tbg

Upper portion, densely- to
moderately-welded ash-flow
tuff. Lower portion, partially
to non-welded ash-flow tuff

TunneL beds unit 2

Tt2

Zeolitized, bedded ash-fall
tuffs, and reworked ashfall tuffs

Tuffs of Crater Flat

Tcf

Zeolitized, non-welded ashflow tuff, and zeolitized,
bedded ash-fall tuffs

Older Tuffs

Tot

Zeolitized, non- to partially
welded ash-flow tuffs, zeolitized, bedded and reworked
ash-fall tuffs

Tuff

of the Belted Range
Tuffs

(undivided)

Continued

welding and can be different colors,

though their chemical compo-

sitions may be identical.

A few thin, welded, ash-flow tuff units are present beneath the
caprock,

interfingered with the Tunnel beds.

The most commonly

observed (in drill holes) are the Tub Springs Member of the
Belted Range Tuff, between Tunnel beds units 2 and 3; and the
Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted Range Tuft,
beds unit 5 and the Paintbrush Tuff.

between Tunnel

The thickness of these

units varies dramatically from place to place, and in some parts
of the mesa one or both units may be absent.

The degree of

welding of these units is also quite variable, and is mainly
dependent on the thickness of the units.

The units may be as

thick as 30 m.

The following section summarizes the geologic features of several
HLOS test sites constructed in Rainier/Aqueduct Mesa.

MIDAS

MYTH/MILAGRO and HUSKY PUP were conducted in Aqueduct Mesa.
HURON LANDING/DIAMOND ACE,

DINING CAR, and CAMPHOR were conducted

in Rainier Mesa.

The following table summarizes the major stratigraphic units of
Rainier Mesa, gives a

brief lithologic description of each unit,

and provides an abreviation which will be used throughout the
rest of this report. These abreviations are also used on maps and
cross sections provided for each event.

Paleozoic rocks, at an elevation of approximately 1280 m.
However, the tuffs are generally saturated interstitially hundreds of meters above the regional water table. This perched
water does not move, appreciably, through the tuffs interstially,
due to the low permeability of the tuff.

The only freely moving

water in the tunnels is present along fracture and fault zones.

The vitric tuffs overlying Tunnel

beds 1 through 4 include Tunnel

beds unit 5 and the Paintbrush Tuff.

Tunnel bed 5 is

a thick-

bedded ash-fall tuff, and its base is zeolitized in some localities

("G" Tunnel).

The Paintbrush Tuff consists of vitric bedded

and reworked ash-fall tuffs 200 to 220 m thick.
only semi-consolidated,

This unit may be

and can resemble a friable sand.

The caprock at Rainier Mesa is a welded ash-flow tuff,
Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuffs.
or ignimbrite,

the

Ash-flow tuff,

is deposited from a gaseous flow of ash, pumice,

crystals and lithic fragments from a volcano.

As the ash-flow

cools and degasses, it is compressed and hardens during a process
known as welding.

The quick-cooling upper and lower surfaces of

the flow are less welded, while the slow-cooling center becomes
densely welded.

The nonwelded base of the Rainier Mesa Member is

approximately 10 m thick and grades upward into partially-,
finally, densely-welded tuff.

and

The welded tuff on Rainier Mesa

ranges in thickness from 45 to 90 m.

Welded tuffs usually dis-

play no bedding, but they may be separated into recognizeable
cooling units.

These units may display different degrees of

subdivided into five units.

Each of the five has been further

subdivided into mappable subunits.

These subunits are defined on

the basis of lithologic characteristics such as distinctive beds
and sequences of beds.

The Tunnel beds subunits are bedded

peralkaline and calcalkalic ash-fall tuffs and reworked ash-fall
tuffs.

These tuffs are deposits of wind and water-borne ash,

pumice (volcanic glass), crystals, and lithic fragments that have
been consolidated and compacted into beds varying in thickness
from a centimeter to as much as three to five meters.

The volcanic glass making up pumice is chemically unstable, and
in the presence of ground water it is commonly altered to various
clays and zeolite minerals.

Where zeolities are formed, the

resulting altered tuff is referred to as a zeolitized tuff.
Throughout Rainier Mesa the Tunnel beds tuffs and Older Tuffs
have undergone such alteration, so that the lower bedded ash-fall
tuffs, usually up through Tunnel beds unit 4, are zeolitized.
The overlying bedded tuffs, usually Tunnels beds unit 5 and the
Paintbrush tuff, have not been altered:

the pumice of these

tuffs remains in its unaltered vitric state.

Tunnels in the mesa

are situated, for the most part, within the zeolitized bedded
tuff section, which is 20g to 350 m thick.

The crystals of most zeolite minerals are submicroscopic.

The

process of zeolitization of an ash-fall tuff serves to decrease
it porosity and increase its strength.

The water table in

Rainier Mesa lies approximately 55G m below tunnel level, in

EXHIBIT 5

FENIX & SCISSON, INC.
P. 0. Box 4As
MERCURY, NEVADA 89023
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GENERALIZED GEOLOGY OF RAINIER AND AQUEDUCT MESAS AND
OF SELECTED HLOS SITES

Rainier and Aqueduct Mesas are part of the topographically high
area in the northwest corner of the NTS (Nevada Test Site) known
as the Belted Range.

"T" Tunnel has been driven into Aqueduct

"E", and "N" Tunnels have been constructed in Rainier

Mesa.

"G",

Mesa.

The mesas are separated geographically from each other by

Aqueduct Canyon, and Rainier Mesa lies southwest of Aqueduct Mesa.
However, the two mesas can be considered as one when discussing
the geology of the area.

The remainder of this section will

refer to Rainier Mesa, but all such references should be understood to include Aqueduct Mesa.

Rainier Mesa is an elongate, north-south-trending topographic
feature, that encompasses approximately 11 square km in area.
The top of the mesa at "N" Tunnel is at an average elevation of
2285 m above sea level. The average "N" Tunnel elevation is
L850 m, approximately 435 m below the mesa surface.

At "T" Tun-

nel, the average mesa elevation is 2100 m, and the average tunnel
elevation is 1716 m, approximately 384 m below the mesa surf

5'

The mesa is made up of a series of volcanic units deposited on an
irregular, eroded surface of Upper pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks.

Table I is a generalized listing of the

stratigraphic units that make up Rainier Mesa.

The pre-Tertiary rocks, 400 to 600 million years old, are structurally complex,

that is,

intricately folded and faulted.

Verti-

cal drill holes in the area have penetrated the Stirling
Quartzite, quartzites and schists of the Wood Canyon Formation,
and various Paleozoic dolomites.
Meadows Stock,

Granitic rock of the Gold

(Mesozoic-age, approximately 130

million years

old) has been encountered in drill holes in some parts of the
mesa, where the stock has intruded the older sedimentary rocks.

Miocene-age ash-fall and ash-flow tuffs (26 to 7 million years
old),

were deposited by many eruptions from several different

volcanic centers in southern Nevada.

The tuffs have been draped

over the irregular pre-Tertiary surface, but are structurally
simple.

The older tuffs thicken and thin dramatically, reflec-

ting the underlying surface, and may have depositional synclines
and anticlines.

Higher in the section,

however,

the Tunnel beds

rarely exhibit dips greatpr than 250, and faulting is minimal.
Where faults have occurred, they are generally the result of
compaction of the tuffs over the pre-Tertiary topography, and
displacements are on the order of 1 cm to 10 m.

As can be seen on Table 1, the Tunnel beds Formation has been
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PHOTO C. Fracture 45m northeast of SGZ across UEI2n.12 drillpad, showing 02m displae
View looking northeast.
r
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PHOTO D. Fracturing across rood 200m southeast of SGZ. View looking south.
FIGURE 4.--Surfoce effects from the HURON LAN1VNG/OIAMONO ACE' event,

foulting east of SGZ.
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PHOTO E. Fracture 177m east of SGZ, showing O.15m displacement. View looking east.
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PHOTO F. Disturbed ground 122m east of SGZ. View looking east.

FIGURE 5.-Surfoce effects from the .

IRON LANDINOG//DAMOND ACE event.
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PHOTO G. Fracture 450m southeast of SGZ, Fracture open up to 0.5m. View looking noi

FIGURE 6.--Surface effects from the HURON LANOING/DIAMOND ACE event,
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FIGURE 8.--Cross section showing differences in o/evotion(pre-s.spost-event)
measured along a N/5'W line through HURON LANDING SGZ.

note the apparent reversal of the true surface displacement versus the
measured relative displacement along Fault #1.
Figure 8 shows the changes in elevation measured along the N150 W line.
This line is subparallel to Fault #l, and is somewhat more symmetrical
about SGZ than the N75 0 E line.
As mentioned above, several post-event faults and fractures southeast
of SGZ seemed to be concentric about the U12n.11 SGZ, and the entire
area was somewhat disturbed.
In an attempt to assess the changes, it
was requested that the N75 0 E survey line established prior to the
MINORS IRON event, through the U12n.11 SGZ, be resurveyed.
The cross
section shown on figure 9 compares the elevations measured along the
line immediately after the MINERS IRON event with the elevations
measured after the HURON LANDING/DIAMOND ACE event, approximately two
years later. Additional surface subsidence of the MINERS IRON chimney, due to the HURON LANDING/OIAMOND ACE event, is easily seen. An
additional 1.2 m of subsidence was measured at SGZ, which is twice the
initial collapse measured on several other events in the same yield
range. Fracture "B", first measured after the MINERS IRON event, was
reactivated as shown on figure 9, and Fault *1 can be seen at 4+60 on
the west end of the line.
During reduction of the survey data, a major problem was encountered.
The actual elevations at the point where the N150 W (HURON LANDING)
line crosses the N75 0 E (MINERS IRON) line could not be correlated.
The data were checked by Holmes & Narver, and it was decided to rerun
the surveys. Due to the aforementioned weather conditions, the second
survey was not completed until the spring of 1983. Data from the
second survey solved some minor errors, but the differences in elevations at the crossing point were still unresolved. The only other
possible source for the error was the original MINORS IRON survey.
The field books were checked and it was found that the benchmark
"Doll" had been utilized for the MINERS IRON surveys, but not for the
HURON LANDING surveys. The benchmark was then field-checked and found
to be 0.46 m low. This difference in benchmark elevation is probably
due to the surface effects from the nearby DIABLO HAWK (Ul2n.10A)
event.
Recalculation of the elevations on the MINERS IRON surveys
resolved the problem.
The subsidence interpretation presented in the MINERS IRON surface
effects memo (Townsend to Ristvet, 6 April, 1981) is still valid, but
the actual elevations are 0.46 m too low.
As previously noted, the surface effects from the HURON
LANDING/DIAMOND ACE event are somewhat more severe than those caused
by other nearby tests within the same yield range. A possible
explanation for the apparent increase in severity could be the dislocating effect of nearby nuclear detonations upon natural discontinuities.
MING BLADE (Ul2n.08), detonated in June 1974, was the first

event in this area.
The surface effects from MING BLADE were essentially confined to one fracture/fault system (Fault #1) 290 m in
length, with a maximum displacement of 0.1 m; and slump cracks subparallel to the edge of the mesa.
The MINERS IRON event, executed six
years later, produced surface effects over a large area, up to 2 km
from SGZ, and three faults with displacements of up to 0.5 m. The
HURON LANDING/DIAMOND ACE event produced mappable effects over an area
comparable to that of MINERS IRON, however, faults with vertical
displacements were widespread out to 250 m from SGZ.
Fault $1 was
reactivated over a length of 470 m, with displacements of up to g.6 m.
In addition, the proximity of the HURON LANDING/DIAMOND ACE event to
the topographic edge of the mesa could also be a contributing factor
to the increased severity of surface effects from the HURON
LANDING/DIAMOND ACE detonation.

cc:

C. E. Keller, FCTK
DNA Geology File, FCTK
R. D. Carroll, USGS
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23 September, 1983

MEMORANDUM

TO:

J.

FROM:

D. R. Townsen-d,.-

SUBJECT:

SURFACE EFFECTS OF THE HURON LANDING/DrAMO'lO ACE (Ul2n.1S)
EVENT

W. LaComb

The HURON LANDING/DIAMOND ACE event was detonated Thursday morning, 23
September, 1982, 408 m beneath the surface of Rainier Mesa. The test
was constructed in the Ul2n.15 drifts, located in the northern part of
the U12N Tunnel Complex (fig. 1).
Surface effects from the low-yield nuclear test were initially
examined Thursday afternoon, but underground reentry priorities precluded further investigations of the surface effects until the following week. unfortunately, during the interim, Rainier Mesa was subjected to an early winter storm which left 75-150 mm of snow on the mesa
su rfacv. Final mapping and documentation were completed as soon as
possible; however, an unusually heavy snow cover on the north slope of
the mesa forestalled final mapping of that area until early spring.
The surface effects from the HURON LANDING/DIAMOND ACE detonation were
similar in total extent, but somewhat greater in severity, than those
observed following the nearby MINERS IRON (Ul2n.11) event (fig. 2,
folded). Discontinuous fractures 1 to 5 mm wide, with no vertical
displacement, make up the majority of surface effects. This type of
fracture is usually observed on prepared dirt surfaces such as drill
pads and roads. Cracks of this type were mapped at several locations
along the North Rainier Mesa Road, up to 2 km east of SGZ (surface
ground zero). A hairline fracture with no vertical displacement was
again mapped along the surface projection of Fault *3, 380 m southwest
of SGZ (a similar feature was observed after the MINERS IRON event)
(figs. 1 and 2).
Fractures with vertical displacements were observed throughout the
area of investigation. The most prominent of these features is a
northwest-southeast-trendinq fault/crack system, that is located
approximately 30 m west of SGZ (Fault W1). This system extends
approxima.ely 225 m to the north, and 245 m to the south of SGZ (fig.
2). Approximately 150 m of this system lics below the topographic
edge of tho mnsa.
h
systein is rUmposed of several en echelon fracttuLf,'i and fatult's scanning a zone up to 30 m in width, with vertical
dispi , em.-nts of up to 0.6 m, down to the west (fig. 3, photos A and
n). Crwi(king .al unq this alignmrent was first scon following the
MTHC Br,AIlE (01112n.18) eov
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PHOTO A. Fracture zone 60m southwest of SGZ, howing O.6m of displacement (down to the we
View looking north.

I.,

PHOTO B. Fracturing 150m southwest of SGZ along some zone shown on PHOTO A. View
looking northeast at northeast corner of drillpad.

FIGURE 3.--Surfce effects from the HURON LANO/NG/D/AMONO ACE event,

fault #1.

19R2:
Reevaluation of Surface Effects over the U12n.15
LANDING] Drift Complex).

(HURON

Additional fracturing and faulting, with displacements of up to 0.3 m,
dow'n to the north and west, oc~urred out to a distance of 230 m from
SGZ (fig. 2).
A fracture with 0.2 m displacement, down to the west,
cr sL-s theUE12n#12 drill pad, and extends 104 m in a northwestsoLiheastly direction (fig. 4, photo C).
The road west of the
tL'7, ingll drill pad was again severely fractured and faulted (fig. 4,
*zorn
D)l
The orientations and Locations of these faults and fracrur; s were, in some Cases, different from those mapped in this area
following the MINERS IRON event.
The initial examination of these
fearures and others southeast of SGZ indicated that a concentric
paLtern had developed, which was centered on the MINERS IRON SGZ.
Another fracture/fault system was mapped 183 m east of SGZ (fig. 2).
This system trends north-south and is approximately 200 m in length.
Displacements of up to 0.2 m (down to the west) were measured along
this system (fiig. 5, photo E).
Hairline cracking occurred along the base of the "6-m Fault" -scarp, as
was mapped following the MINERS IRON event (fig. 2).
A large area of
"disturbed ground" was mapped along the northward projection of the
"6-rn Fault", 122 m north of the measureable scarp.
Two other large
areas of "disturbed ground" were mapped at distances of 137 m and
200 ti east of SGZ (f ig. 2; f ig. 5, photo F).
These areas are associatr'd with surface lineations, but their relationship to actual
faulting is unknown.
Major fracturinj atqain occurred along the trace of the "30-m Fault"
335 to 350 m east of SGZ.
Discontinuous fractures were mapped along
the north-south trace over a distance of 250 m. Many fractures were
ope-n Up to 1.0 m in width, and several showed displacements of 0.1 m
down to the west (fiq. 6, photo G).
A n.,r icos of large slump cracks was formed below the northern topogripnic Pdge of Rainier Mesa, subparallel to the mesa's edge (fig. 2).
This Lype of slump feature is commonly observed on steep slopes, when
the face of the ;lope is covered with colluvium.
Two survey lines where Established across SGZ prior to the HURON
LAN1)fNr/DIlAMOND

ACF event:

A N75 0 E line 2000 ft

in

length

(800

ft

we'-it, and 1200 It east of SGZ); and a NI5OW line 1000 ft in length
(u0a
rt !;outh, and 200 ft north of SGZ) (fig. 2).
Elevations were
mc'.,< tirr-d along the i incus .it s0-ft intervals.
After the event the
lin's; wecre resutvr~yod to mr-asure changes in the surface elevation.
rh! ii rrcen--es in el'-vat-ion (pre- versus post-event) measured along
the N175 0 F line are shown in cross isction on figure 7.
The 1.5- to
2. c-y: (0.46- to 0f.I6-m) ciifforo'ncos, scen near SGZ, are similar to
Iho ;;7in,, B~ired for prr'viuus ..vents in this area.
it is interesting to
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DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY

FIELO COMMAND
KIftTrlAxO AIR FORCE IIAS. NEW MEXICO 6711S

;jr,,sm~gs

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
FIELD COMMAND DNA AND LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
SUBJECT:

1.

MIDAS MYTH Front End Experiment (MILAGRO) Interface Document

REFERENCES:
a. Letter, LANL, ADNSP MSF 670, (Dr. Robinson) to ADDST(T), 6 Jul 82.
b.

Letter, ADDST(T),

(Dr. Knowles) to LANL, 15 Jul 82.

2. The magnitude of the approved MILAGRO experiment being fielded on
MIDAS MYTH necessitates the need for an Interface Document that specifies
areas of responsibility between LANL and FCDNA. In view of the above,
the following outlines the major areas of agreement.
a. CONTAINMENT: In accordance with discussions between the FCDNA
Containment Scientist and the LANL Containment Project Manager, FCDNA
will be responsible for containment design of the underground construction area and cable hole.
b. DESIGN AND CON4STRUCTION:
(1) Cable hole, pad, roads and other mesa efforts will be
designed by LANL with the design reviewed and approved by FCDNA.
(2) FCDNA (FCTC) will monitor all drilling and stewming of
the cable hole.
(3) FCDNA will be responsible for design and construction of
the underground area (i.e., mining, tunnel prep, pipe stub installation,
stemming, etc.).
(4) LANL will be responsible for mesa construction (i.e., road,
pad, utilities, etc.). All work requests (criteria letters) for these
efforts will be coordinated with FCDNA (FCTC). Assume all recording will
occur on mesa, except for 2 each ROSES for CORRTEX and Special Reaction
History experiments.
(5) FCDHA will be responsible for integration of experiment
hardware into the vacuum system.

,-:
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(6) FCDNA will design and fabricate required testbed/experiment
interfaces.
(7) LANL will provide detailed hardware design in a timely manner
to allow for design of interfaces.
(8) LANL will provide front-end vacuum hardware, and is responsible
for pumpdowns of the A-box and the front-end experiment stubs. FCDNA will
develop a schedule of front-end activity to avoid interference between
pumpdowns and experiment alignment events.
(9) All post shot reentry and recovery effort will be approved by
the test controller and be conducted under the control of FCDNA.
c. SAFETY:
(1) REECo is responsible for mesa and tunnel safety coordination
until fielding starts.
(2) About mid-Mar 83 (when fielding commences), LANL will accept
responsibility for mesa safety coordination and FCONA will accept responsibility
for underground and portal safety coordination.
d. SECURITY: All activities associated with this effort must conform
to OoD Classification Guide CG-WT-5.
e.

SCHEDULING:
(1) FCONA is responsible for the overall scheduling effort.

(2) LANL will be responsible for mesa construction scheduling.
scheduling will be coordinated with FCDNA (FCTC).

All

(3) FCDNA will be responsible for underground and portal scheduling.
All scheduling impacting MILAGRO will be coordinated with LANL.
f. FUNDING: LANL will coordinate work requests with FCDNA (FCTC) for
mesa construction effort as follows:
(1) Road and mesa pad construction.
dollars; LANL will reimburse FCDNA in FY83).

(FMONA work orders, FY82

(2) Drilling downhole cable hole.
(3) Power installation.
(4) Placing downhole cables/terminate at the mesa.

2
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(5) Stemming cable downhole (includes grout contractor, If
needed).
(6) Installing recording/other equipment on mesa.
(7) Recovering recording/other equipment on mesa.
(8) Other mesa support as required (i.e., shockmounting,
security fences, etc.).
NOTE:

LANL work orders will be used for all FY83 effort.

g. FCDNA will submit work requests for all underground and portal
construction associated with MILAGRO support as follows:
(1) Mining bypass and all pipe stub access drifts.
(2) Tunnel preparation for pipe stub installation.
(3) Mining and construction of alcoves.
(4) Installing pipe stubs, experiment housing, and vacuum system
(includes chilled water and power).
(5) .Installing dewatering system.
(6) Stemming bypass and pipe stub access drift (includes grout
contractor).
(7) Pulling cable from bottom of downhole and terminate at the
experiment housing. (This may be accomplished by LANL).
(8) Pulling and terminating instrumentation cables to the ROSES
at the 750ft location.
(9) Installation of 2 each ROSES.
(10)

Other tunnel/portal support as required.

NOTE: Actual costs for the above will be charged to a FCDNA work order.
TFCDNA is unable to fund this effort, LANL will provide necessary funding.
h. OTHER:
(1) All downhole and special underground cabling and associated
connectors will be provided by LANL. All other cabling and connectors will
be provided by FCONA.
(2) All pipe stubs, experiment housing and front end vacuum systems
will be provided by LANL.
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(3)

All recording instrumentation will be provided by LANL.

(4)

Shielding materials will be provided by FCDNA.

(5)

One regular ROSES and one large ROSES will be provided by

FCDNA.
(6) LANL will configure the two ROSES.
(7) LANL will provide and configure all mesa vans, motor generator
sets, and all transformers, etc.

TOM SCOLMAN
Deputy Associate Director
for Test Operations
LANL

LLIP A. OPPEOAHL/
/
Captain, USN
Director, Test Oirectorate
. FCDNA
*
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FENIX & SCISSON, INC.
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13 Deccber, 1983

TES-4166
4EI!ORAPIDUM
TO:

J. W. LaComb

FROM:

0. R. Townsen

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED SURFACE INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE MIDAS MYTH (U12T.04) EVENT

The opportunity to continue our investigations of post-event surface effects
will again be available in conjunction with the MIDAS MYTH event. The differences in geology and phenomenology between "T" Tunnel and "N" Tunnel will
make the MIDAS MYTH surface survey a valuable addition to our data base. The
relatively thick "caproc!." over the "T" Tunnel complex and the apparent high
level of coupling such as that experienced during the HUSKY PUP event could
influence the surface effects from the MIDAS MYTH event.
Two surface survey lines through SIZ, with elevations .measurod at 25 ft intervals, would provide data on surface subsidence and check surface displacements along lineations and suspected surface faults.
To maximize the utility of the data, the lines should4 be layed out as shown
on the enclosed diagram. A line through the MIDAS MYTH SGZ along a bearing
of approximately N400 E will also pass through the proposed SGZ for the fMIGHTY
OAK (T.07) event, arnd the line can be utilizcd for both events. This line
OIDAS 1'M1TH SGZ and 400 ft northeast
should extend 1000 ft southwest of the
(to edge of Aqueduct Canyon).
A second line Learing approximately N400W will give a third dir.iension to the
surface subsidence data and will cross suspected surface fault $3. This line
should extend 300 ft northwest of SGZ (near the edge of the canyon! and approximately 500 ft southeast along the LOS Drift alignment.

In addition, a resurvey of the HUSKY "UP SGZ elevation would be beneficial
to compare the secondary collapse, if any, as measured at the 1EflRStRO;N
SGZ, following the 'IURON LANOING event.

cc:

C. E. Keller,

FCTK

DNIA !!ology File, FCTK
R'. C. Carroll, UJSGS
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MIDAS MYTH Portal and Mesa Reentry/Recovery Plan

FCTOU
TOSE

Attached is

1;

AE' 31 Jan 81'CM
MAJ Hendri ckson/dbb/6-7766

CO

DISTRIBUJTIONi

the MIDAS MYTH Portal and Mesa Reentry/Recovery Plat.

2. This plan will be briefed by LCDN Kovachat 44b5-hours, D-T. at the T-Portal DNA Conferc
RooM.
All team chie's will provide LCDR Kovach vehicle numbers to be used on reentry and t
personnel ascigned to those vehicles. ' Individuals vill
familiarize theselves with the
specifics of the plan prior to the briefing.
Team chiefs will ensure that appropriate me_
of their re-entry teams are presetat at the briefing.

4-/

1-7/1

'/

THOMAS F. HENDRICKSON
MAJ, USA
Program Director,
MIDAS MYTH
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MIDAS MYTH
PORTAL AND MESA REENTRY/RECOVERY PLAN
1. Objectives:
a. Reenter the U12t portal area for safety inspection, experimental data
recovery, and preparation for tunnel reentry.
b. Reenter the Rainier Mesa for geographic survey, safety inspection and
experimental data recovery.
2. General:
/4

\Grou a. As soon as possible after event execution and upon direction of the Test
Group Director (TGO), the mesa and portal areas will be reentered.
b. No attempt will be made to rush any part of the reentry/recovery sequence. The objectives of this plan will be accomplished with a maximum regard
for personnel safety. Radiation exposures, if any, will be maintained as low as
is reasonably achievable.
c. Under normal conditions, these activities are expected to be completed on
0-Day.
3. Operational Control:
a. Operational control of reentry/recovery operations will come from the TGO
thru the appropriate reentry/recovery officer to the reentry participants (See
Inclosure 1).
b. At the discretion of the TGD and with the approval of the Test Controller, operational control of reentry operations will be released to the Reentry
Coordinator, located in CP-1 Operations Control Center (OCC).
4. Reentry Stations/Control Points:
a. The Primary Reentry Station will be located at Gate 300, which is at the
intersection of the Mercury Highway and Tippipah Highway.
b. A primary portal control point will be established at the T-Tunnel portal
in the Health Physics Building.
c. A forward reentry station may be established at the 12-01 Road approximately one mile from Rainier Mesa Road at the 12-01 Closure Gate. An alternate
forward reentry station may be activated on Rainer Mesa Road (Incl 2).
d.

Reentry

stations

5. Reentry Routes:
a. Mesa Reentry:

and

control

points

are

depicted

at

Inclosure

2.

MIDAS MYTH PORTAL AND MESA REENTRY/RECOVERY PLAN (CONT'D)
(1) Reentry route A will be via Mercury Highway, Rainier Mesa Road and
12-01 Road, as shown at Inclosure 2.
(2) Reentry route B will be via Mercury Highway, Rainier Mesa Road,
Stockade Wash Road, Holmes Road, and East Mesa Road as shown at Inclosure 2.
(3) The mesa reentry route will be selected post-shot after helicopter
surveillance of routes A and B.
b. The portal area reentry route will be via the Mercury Highway, Rainier
Mesa Road, and 12-01 access road as shown on Inclosure 2.
6. Reentry Route Blockage:
a. An initial survey of the reentry routes will be made by helicopter.
b. Based upon the helicopter survey, the TGO will designate a reentry route
and/or initiate action to clear the designated route.
c. If the Forward Reentry Station is utilized, all routes to enter area 12
can be opened at the discretion of the test controllers.
7. Communications:
a. The Reentry Communications network is presented at Inclosure 3.
b. All vehicles used on reentry/recovery will be equipped with Net 1 radios
(available for issue at Building 726, REECo Communications), except the following:
(1) RADSAFE teams (Net 3).
(2) REECo electrical disconnect teams (Net 7).
c. All reentry and recovery officers will be equipped with a Net 3 radio in
addition to Net 1.
8. Reentry Preparation (Pass Gate 200 before 0830 hours):
a. Reentry and emergency evacuation procedures will be briefed on or about
0-7. A representative of each agency on each reentry party will be present at
this briefing. Inclosure 4 lists members of each reentry/ recovery team. All
team members must have a DOE 'Q" clearance or a 000 SECRET or TOP SECRET
clearance with sigmas 3 or 4 or 3.1 MiM or 4.1 MiM.
b. All reentry/recovery personnel will assemble at the Primary Reentry
Station (Gate 300) at 1000 hours on D-Day. This will include:
(1) Environmental Sciences monitor teams.
(2) Mesa survey and recovery teams.
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MIDAS MYTH PORTAL AND MESA REENTRY/RECOVERY PLAN (CONT'D)
(3) Electrical disconnect team.
(4)

Operators of prepositioned equipment.

(5) Pan Am photographers.
(6) Emergency medical team.
(7) Portal survey and reentry teams.
(8) Others to be designated.
c. There will be a minimum of two people in each vehicle. Reentry vehicles
will be numbered with yellow tape on the left front fender and parked by backing
into assigned numbered slots in the parking area at the Primary Reentry Station.
Each recovery officer will verify that all designated personnel are present and
in their specified convoy order. The assembly order and assignment of personnel
to vehicles will be published and distributed at the 0-7 meeting. The' Primary
Reentry Station will be'managed by the Assistant Reentry Coordinator.
d. Environmental Sciences monitor teams will be dressed in full RADEX
clothing and will have full face respirators with appropriate cannisters available. Portal and mesa reentry/recovery personnel will be prepared to dress out
in a similar fashion when and if directed by the Reentry Coordinator. All
reentry/recovery personnel will have accomplished face mask fitting prior to
D-Day (contact Carl Soong (hygiene, Mercury) extension 986-0030).
9. Reentry Sequence:
a. General:
(1) The mesa and the portal will be swept by WSI personnel during
morning of D-Day and will become part of the closed area NLT 0330 hours. These
areas will not be reentered without the permission of the Test Group Director
(subject to the approval of the Test Controller) until the area restrictions are
removed.
(2) When directed by the TGO, the initial mon'itor teams will reenter the
mesa and the portal areas along the designated routes and make radiation surveys.
If necessary, operators of prepositioned equipment will be moved forward to
remove any obstacles. When areas are judged' safe for reentry, the mesa and
portal reentry teams will be moved forward as appropriate under the direction of
the Mesa and Portal Reentry Officers along the designated routes. If an emergency arises enroute, the situation will be reported by radio to the Reentry Coordinator.
b. Portal Reentry:
(1) When released by the TGD, portal reentry teams will proceed to the
portal over the designated route under the direction of the Portal Reentry
Officer.

3

MIDAS MYTH PORTAL AND MESA REENTRY/RECOVERY PLAN (CONT'D)
(2) The Portal Reentry Officer will observe the status of the reentry
lights located at the microwave tower near tunnels I, J, K. These lights are
If any reentry light is not on, the
controlled from the 00D monitor room.
reentry will be halted until the Reentry Coordinator is notified and directs that
reentry should proceed. If radio communications cannot be established in this
situation, the portal reentry team will be withdrawn to a point where comnuunications can be established.
(3) Upon arrival at the portal, the Portal Reentry Officer will establish communications, telephonic as well as radio, with the Reentry Coordinator
and then begin safety inspection and general damage inspection.
(4) The portal reentry teams will insure that the HP Building- is powered
post shot, so that gas sampling can be accomplished. Documentary photography
will be accomplished under the direction of the Portal Reentry Officer as
required.
(5) When advised by the Reentry Coordinator, the portal recovery teams
will recover data from B-70, B-72, B-79 (SNLA), the microwave timing station
(LANL), and the Portal Recording Station (FCTEI).
(6) Upon the completion of these activities, the Portal Reentry Officer
will advise the Reentry Coordinator of the situation and request permission to
withdraw his reentry teams. Upon receipt of such permission, the portal reentry
teams will withdraw through Gate 300.
(7) Personnel in the RAMS readout room will be kept continually informed
on the results of gas sampling within the tunnel and the Reentry Coordinator will
be updated periodically on the status.
(8) As soon as possible, an Environmental Sciences Base Station will be
moved into the portal area and preparations for tunnel reentry begun.
(9) With the recommendations of the Sandia Environmental Health Advisor
and the approval of the Test Controller, the TGD will direct ventilation of the
tunnel to begin.
(10)

Tunnel reentry most likely will

_begin before D+1.

c. Mesa Reentry Survey/Recovery: The Mesa Survey Officer will conduct a
geological survey of effects of the test on the mesa. Following the survey
experiment recovery will be directed by the DNA representative in charge. Upon
completion of this survey and experiment recovery, the DNA representative in
charge will notify the Reentry Coordinator and withdraw his teams retracing the
designated route back to Gate 300. When all the Reentry Survey/Recovery Teams
have departed the mesa, the Environmental Sciences Monitor Team will be released
from the mesa. The Mesa Survey Officer will ensure that the barricades are
emplaced and the mesa is secured and report those facts to the Reentry Coordinator.

4

MIDAS MYTH PORTAL AND MESA REENTRY/RECOVERY PLAN (CONT'D)
10.

Special Instructions:

a. Should a limited reentry condition exist due to venting, reentry/ recovery teams will be formed into small groups. Each group will be accompanied by an
ES monitor and will be controlled by the Reentry Coordinator from the OCC Operations Room. Specific instructions will define the work to be accomplished by
each croup and the maximum length of time permitted at the portal. No group will
be dispatched for limited reentry unless the entire group can be safely evacuated
in one less than their original number of vehicles.
b. In the extreme case that normal vehicular traffic into the portal or mesa
areas is precluded, reentry will be delayed until the road can be adequately
cleared.
c. Emergency Evacuation: In the event that an evacuation becomes necessary
after reentry/recovery operations have begun, three blasts will be sounded on
portable sirens at the portal and an announcement made on all nets to evacuate.
The route for evacuation will be directed by the appropriate Recovery/Reentry
Officers. The monitor teams will not leave the mesa or portal area until all
teams have departed their areas.
The monitor teams will trail behind their
convoys to insure complete evacuation.
d. Cable Hole or Drill Hole Leakage:
(1) If RAMS readings or a survey by ES personnel indicates that radioactive materials are escaping to the atmosphere from either a cable hole or a drill
hole, positive action will be taken to stop the leak. The exact action will
depend on the situation. All downhole cables will be cut.
(2) To facilitate actions in case of leakage, the following equipment
will be prepositioned in the vicinity of the T-Tunnel mesa trailer park: one
grouting pump truck with a full load of calseal and one full water truck. These
trucks will be released by the mesa survey officer following the RADSAFE survey
if no leakage is discovered.
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MICAS MYTH TNINEl

RF=NTQY

P'aU

I1. Oh :ct ves:
a.

Peestatlis-' tne U12t tunnel complex to operational status.

b. Recover decraCable data from the U12t.04, Ball-nalI,
and t.04 bypass ROSES/Alcoves.

t.OS, t.03 bypass,

2. erer -aI
a. This plan assumes successful stemming and covers the Initial entry into
the ?u-neI unt!l ail degradabla data has been removed.
t. Reen rr! aerartions wii: be ccnCucted in com^ H anca with applicable
pCrtar.s of "General 7unnel Reentry Procedures for ^efensa Nuclear Agency anC
Sjncia La-oratcries Nucle.3r Tesrs' (SLA-74--0199, May 1974), and stancarC N's
safary anc sec~.ri-y prccedures.
c. Nc atrenort will be maae to rusn any part of the reentry/rec:very
seauence. 7he -een-ry.sc.eC la is ccnservaive, flexitle, and will be a'vanced
or delayed as conaitlcns 4ictate.
d. All radiation exccsures,
reascnaoly acn ievaole.

If any, will

be maintained as

low as

Is

Major mocGfications of this plan must be approved by tne rest
e.
Controller eased upcn t!se recommendations of the CNA Test Group Director ( GO)
Daily prcgress reports 'ill be forwarded to
or his designatec reoresentative.
tthe Oeraticns Control Center (CCC).
Mr. Shirkv, Mr.
f. Mr. Stirky will be the FCDNA Reentry Coordinator.
Metcalf, Mr. Penwell, and Mr. Shugart constitute the Reentry Control Group
(PCTh. REECo reentry Team members, portal czcrI,ntars, and primary personnel
are listea
Inclosure
"^
1.
3 .¢?550c-t
a. A
oersonnel on the Reentry anc Res-_e teas will be certified 1n the
use of se - :-nec breathing apparaes and wi 11 have Demonstrated procer use
McCaa dpparatus to the saTiSfac-,cn of ;EECo Industrial Safety
of tre Cr (12) perr
personnel on the Rescue Team wi I I be re(uird to wear the McCaa
b. A;
sei f-contained oreathing apparatus.
c. The Reszue Tean wiol remain in an area designated by the REECo Pcrtal
Czoriin.3tzr until mcvea underground to the fresn air station.
d. If the Pescie 7eam is required to move into the tunnel to aid a memcer
c~ anc-ner team, it mill do so only at the direction of the Reentry Control
to Insure
13rcup (GCC. The REECo Portal CoorCinator will confer with the RCG,

-

f
-

that the Rescue Team can safely conduct Its mission.
RE SCo Portal Coordinator will be ava Ilable at all times when crews
are unef-;rund.

~e.

--

f. Reentry teams will be briefed by the Team Chief on potential hazards of
experimenrer's eq.ipment (gas bottles, pressure lines, squibs, batteries) anc
Inclcsure 2
what action should be taken to render safe any hazard observed.
Itemizes and locates known potential post-execution hazards.
g. Al I hazards wIll be corrected as teams advance on various phases of
If hazardous conditions are encountered that cannot be corrected by a
reentry.
team, that team will return to the portal for further Instructions.
- oh. Any mission will be aborted if remote Environmental Health Oepar~7er
CEHC' or REECo Environmental Sciences (ES) monitoring equ pment defects
ex-raordinary hazards within the tunnel or if communications are lost with the
Reentry Control Group.

4.

IIV :ec7 ;a8-fcme:

a. Work Team. A work force not required to be qual if led on the selfcontained breatning apparatus.
b.

Initial Reentry Team. (Reentry Team #1)

c.

eacku: Reentry Teem (Reentry Team 12r-

d.

Rescue Team.

e.

Data Recovery Team.

NOTE: The Rescue Team wiII not be used for any general reentry work. It
will be maintained on a standby basis for emergency requirements only. Thle
shandtv diesel locomotive will be readily available with acequate air pressure.
S.

cecrce of Cner-tions Prier = Tulire
a.

analysis

Peenmr-/

D-Ca:.

:f

(1) Using the remote gas sampling system, obtain gas samples fcr
;as cnromatograpny from the following locations as appropriate:
(a)

Portal side of Gas Seal Coor (GSO).

Cb)

WP side of G30.

(c)

WP side of Gas Seal Plug (GSP).

(Cd)

Portal side of Mecranical Drift Protection Plug (MOPP).

(e)

WP side of MOPF.

CM)

Outside LOS pipe on top of TC 12

2

(g) Inside LOS pipe on top of TC i2
(2) After sampling, with the approva2 of the Test Control!er,
activate tne vent!lation system. If approval is not received, request this
permission on 0+1.

(3) Using the remote system:
(a) Establish ventilation at portal side of GSG (valve left
open).
(b) Establish ventilation through the GSO and to the GSP.
tc) Remotely open the drain lines at the GSP and MOC?.
drain valve at the G3D must be manually opened).
NOTE:

Items

ConTr-oller's

1.)and (Z) aocve may ue intermixed and are contingent on Test

aperoval,

based

upon

exisring conditions.

In no case wtll

perscnnel or ec u:mert be wi tin line-t.f-signt of the portal when
veneilaticn
b.

(The

tit
ial

is es-aIi inei .
,

*:

(I) Ccnfirm that the icbile Environmental Sciences Base Station is in
pcsition Ona cCrMc.ct Tne oallowing cnecks:
(a) Gas sample and confirm results per items Wa(l) above.
(b) Confirm that the T-runnel mesa trailer park is evacuated and
all downnole ca3les are disconnected.
(c)
Confirm that all power to the mesa. trailer park is OFF.'
Confirm 110 'Volt halon fire suppression has been activated.
verificaticn

td)
Obtain Remote Area Monitoring System (CRAMS1 Pcom
-ar there have been no significant cnanges in the RAiMS readin-s.

te) Confirm that the reentry ccnrrol 3v3ren items listed,
located in t-e Reentry Control/Monitcr Control Buialng (CRC/MC), are locked
our. Con ^- --a- the LOS of ths tunnel is clear. Then locycut C?-1 ccr-rol of
the folIo.
ry ilams:
Q'--

~Ss''v

^''

(1) Reentry i cwer
(2) Ccmpressors

(3 )

Turne I Utl I i Iy Pcwer

3

(4)

Ins-u-ent Poder

4

(5) Por ta Utility

2

3

_L-

(6)

SW I TCH.

FrLOSUPE NIUMBE~R

R

I

2

Sec-cn #3 Power

(7) Secticn 12A Pcwer

3

(e)

4

Section 2 Power

5

(9) Secttcn #1 Power
Secure rne reentry panel and give the key to the Portal Coordinator.

't) If cavity collapse was not recorded on O-Day, check -: see
If it was recorded during the night.
Cc)

Confirm that all underground telephones are OFF or confir-ec

disconnect ea.
(h) Confirm
disconnec-ec and sec-re.

that

the

tunnel

public

address

svstem

is

(I) ConfIrm that all under;round utility power, under-rour.
Instrument zower, sectlon 2A, anc section 3 reentry pcwer, and portazlutil;tv
power Is ^
NOTE:

Portal power may be reset if all underground systems are acequa e.

(j)
Confirm that all uncerground cables to the portal wnuich are
not used for RAMS and reentry func ions are disconnectec. (See Portal Reentry
Check List).
(kW Confirm that an ar.1mulance Is Iccated at the portel.
(I) ConfIrm that an aIr compressor Is operating

(m) ConfIrm that a back--.o diesel
availacle with adequate air pressure.

at the pc r-ai.

locomotive Is readi

ly

(n) Confirm Vent Pad Campers are set for reentry.
(2) Advise 0CC that tunnel checks have been comptetec aC recuesT
perm s_
I

tc proceed wIth tunnel

reen- y.

at--eo
r-nnr^tons fer 711mral Faen-lE:

6.

NOTE:
Items a (C) througn
aporoval of the Test Control er.

a.

Imitrial 0-ene~rv^

a (17) may

1,, wrk Te-!ns =

Ce completed on C-3ay

witt

the

:YL:

(1) Establish ccmmunicatlons with Reentry Control Group.
(2) Check with
concitlons are acceptable.

Reentry

Control

Group

to

Insure

that all

tunnel

(3' Team Chief, whileIn communicatIon with Reentry Control Group,
brief tea" _n tunnel conditions, mission of the team, and general procedures.
(4) Recheck communications with Reentry Control Group.
(5) Enrer the tunnel using a diesel loccmotive and proceed to the GSO
while reporting progress, radiation readings, gas readings, and tunnel
condi tions.
(6)
Check portal
and damace conditions.

side of the GSO for damage.

Report radiation,

gas,

(7) Confirm positive air flow through the makeup ventilation line to
the WP sdce of the GSC.
(8) Confirm positive air flcw through ventilation line to the portal.
(9) Request permission to gas samole manually from the WP side of the
GSO.
When directed, ES and Industrial Hygiene (tH)personnel take samples and
report rasults.
(10) If permission to open GSO water drain Irne was not grante" on 0Oay, request permission to open the GSC water drain line.
When directed, open
the drain line only so far as to not overflow the tunnel drain.
(11)

Request permission to open man-way door In the GSO.

(12)
When directed,
sampling continuously.

open man-way door with

(13)

Check the tunnel on the WP side of the GSO.

(14)

Chain man-way door open.

_S and IH personnel

NOTE: Some water may be standing ah ind the GSO. Team members will be
advised not to get wet. One team member should have safety approved hip ocoTs
or wacers avaiiaila.
(15)
-)

ES and IH personnel sample on the WP side of the door.
if required, place the diaphragm water pump on the WP side of

the G5'Cpen and secure the gas seal dcor and Install track section.
(18)
(19)
cond ticns.

Request permission to proceed rcward the GSP.
When directed, proceed tc the GSP, taking readings and reporting

(ZO) Check the portal side of the GSP for damage. Report radiation,
gas, and damage conditions. Check for water running through the drain line.

C2^)
JRequest permission to gas sample manually from the WP sIde of the
GSP. W'--n directed by Reentry Control, ES and IH personnel take samples anc
.esXjtS.
report
-

(22)

Request permission to open the 25" and 38" turn tubes.

(23) Slide the ventilation "Cutcnmann" from the end of the vent lina to
Check for positive air f!cw
the 2;" tu-n tuce flange anc tape the ccnn.ecticn.
threugn the 38" line.
(24)

Recuest permission to Inspect WP side of rne GSP.

The Team Chief will crawl through the 38" line an! note
(25)
condition of the WP sice of the GSP. If required, acTivate the dIapnragm wat er
pump on the WP side of the GSP.
(25)

Acr

-eam returns to the por-al on Tne train.

-een-

Ix P--/

Te-rs

=.

!+1.

Peentrv teams will be briefed by the Team Chief on potent-al neaar:s
Note:
of experimenter's equicment (gas bottles, pressure lines, squibs, bat-,eries) anc
l.-_'Iosure ,
what acticn shoulc be taken to render sa'e eany hazard observed.
Itemt:es anc lccaes known potential post-executton hazards.
The Initial reentry approach to the ?A0PP (Mechanical Drift Protection P1__'
is wr!T-en with the assumption that remote sampling has Incicated that there is
If samol ing shows otnerwise, tha
fresn air on the porta1 sIde of the MOPP.
reentry teems must con breathing apparatus when they go through the %GSP.
the MCP?
If cav; v co]l apse has not teen conf rmea, reentry throucu
NOTE:
Consideration will 3e given- to reestal IIshn,
will De delaved L4 hours.
Vtti 1T6¶on througn the MOPP. The resl of the reentry wiII not be affectec bv
v
this change.

J.

,.-

>'t

(1) Reentry Team and Rescue Te3m preoare to move Into the tunne'.

(2) Reentry Team and Rescue 7eam, wiTh tne communicat.ons reel,
proceec to tho portal sIde of the GSP, mon;TorImg raclaricn an.: gas ;eve!s.
Rescue Team will remain at portal side of GSP.
Reentry Team Chief checK communications with Reent! C~n^:
Grou:.
041 Reentry Team Chief, while in contact with Reentry CCn--o! Grcu:,
brIef team on tunnel condition, mission of the team, anc ;eneral procedures.
(5) Reentry Team Chief crawl through the GSP. If water is present ^n
If recu.-e_.
the XP site of tne GSP, report to the Reentry Control Group.
uncover loccmct`e arc
estaolisn pu.-s. Reentry Team proceed through the SP,
proceed To pick up communications reel from the Rec Shack located in tne ASr.
Access Orift, checking side drifts, vent lines, and tunnel superstrucnure
enroute. Continue aown the U12t Main Orift to its intersectIon wit.h the t.O'
Orift.
6

(5 Look down the main drift to the OPP and note condition.
proceed dcwr -ne t.O1 drift to the O4CPP.
(7) Check for damage to the portal
radiation and gas level surveys.

Then

side of the MDPP and make

(a) Confirm positive air flow Into portal left rib vent line.
(b) Confirm coen Dosition of drain valve on por2ai side of MOiP.
Report flow or no-fl-ow condition frcm drain line.
(c) Obtain water sample if flow exists.
(8) Request permission to manually gas sample frc- the wP side of the
(9) ES and IH coTain sampies and report readings.
(1C) Recuest permission to cpen the 24" and 36" turn tubes on portal
side of the MCPP. Open the 24" Turn ruoe first. ES and iH personnel take
readings as door is ovened. Si de rne ventilation "Cutchman" from the end of
the vent Iino to within 5" to t2" of the 24" turn tube. Open 36" Turn '.:e
and
conf'rr. pcsitive air-flow througn the 36" turn tube.
(lt) Slide ventilation "Outchman" to mate with 24" turn tuce flan-e
and tape the c:nnecr!on. Reconfirm positive air-flow tnrcu=n the 36" rtrn %uoe.
(12) Request permission to visually inspect WP side of the MOPP.
Team Chief dons breathing apparatus and crawls through 36" penetration.
(13) Team Chief reports visual conditions on WP side of MOPP and
returns to tne oortal side of the MOPP. If water is present on the XP sice of
the QMCPP, recor- to rhe Reentry Control Group. Install diaohracm pump on the WP
side If necessary.

~1 4) Mcve Rescue ream and c^--unicattMns reel to the :artal sde or
the MCP°. Reentry Team dons breathinc aoparetus and Is :hecKed by auxiliary
personnel using standard Mine Rescue reasm check. Reentry Team Chief checks
communications with RCG and briefs the Reentry Team on the -ission of tne team
and genera; :r-cecures.
36" crawI - :-.

damage on

-.-

Request permission for the

am to proceed througn tne

qnen directed, prcceed througn ,he 36" lire an, assess tunnel
4P side of the MGPP.
ES anc IH'personnel wliI .maKe the required

checks.

(16)
Conf irm vent lines on tne WP sIde of the NIRP are In place and
verify position of dampers in vent lines leading to t.03/t.C4 bypass, t.C4, the
8aII-halI, and t.O. drifts.
NOTE: The term "Walk-Cut means a check of alcove and drift conditions with
continuous gas and radiation monitoring by ES and IH personnel.

7

When
Request permisSion to continue with the walk-out.
(17)
dIrectec, proceed down the Cable Access x-cut to the U12t Main Drift to Its
Check the conditron of the diagnostic stubs,
Interse-'Kcn with the t.04 drift.
20 NiCd batteries are locatea In a container
and the LPARL Alcove 11-26.
adacent to a diagnostic stub In this area.
(18) Check the condition of the Shield Wall next to the LPARL Alccve.
Manually open the 3 drain valves for the Shield Well Vent System located on tne
shield wall.
(19)

ES and 1H personnel take manual gas sample through shield wall.

(20) OraIn and remove bolts holding A8" door on crawl tube through
shielc wall. Remove door and check ccnd!tions In the Sandia diagnostics area.
(21) Exit the LPARL diagnosi'cs area, continue down the Ul4t Main and
Close 6 freon bo-iIe
drifts untl' intersecting tne Ball Hall/?.05 x-cut.
t.C0
valves, loca3ed on the left rio of Tne x--cut, which supply ROSES R100, R10l,
102, 103, 104, and 106.

(22)

Prcceed con t.05 to

,CZ

ROSES 106.

(a) Close tne ground switch and turn off lights.
Then

(b) Open the bottom port at the lower left of the door.
I OSFES.
Q MI SHI4E LI GHT INSIOE
open tne top port.
tc)

ROSES 106 has 2 UPS bat~ery systems on Invert.

Repor-

condi ti on.
(23)

Return

to AFWL ROSES 102 and 103.

Starting with the WP side

RCSES tC:
(a) Close the ground switch and turn off lights.
(b) Open the bottom sort at the lower left of the door. :liNI
SHINE LIGHT INSIDE ROSES.
(c) Open top port.

Repeat ventilation operation fcr ROSES 103.

(d) ROSES 102 and 103 qach contain film pack memory
::11

-

EegH.^

-

Return to LARL RCS-S 0C0

taterles.

and 003, and the SNLA OAASY

nuSES.

4'th '.tP ROSES 002:
(a)

SHINE LISH

Close the grounc swiEt ch a-f

turn off lIgnts.

tb) Ozen the bottom port at the lower left of the coor.
INSIDIF ROSFS

Open top port.
NOTE:

QQ NOT

Close dcor.
Reach inside door and shut off the freon.
Cc)
Pepeat ventilaticn operaticn for ROSES 003 and DAASY.
OAASY freon bottle Is 4 ft.

8

Inside of door on right wall.

(d) ROSES 002, 003, and OAASY contain UPS battery systems. The
OAASY also !5s 7 lead acid batteries located outside and adjacent to the ROSES.
Report conc - :r.
(;<! Proceed toward WP down the 8a11-halI walkway to AFWL Alcove fl3. Per-forn damage assessment of alcove and enter into x-cut IA. Alcove #1-3
contains UPS battery systems and OES batteries.
NOTE: Continuously check Integrity of the communications line as Reentry
Team continues walk-out.
(26) Commence gas sampling througm x-cut 1A shield wall gas sampling
line. Drain water and remove doors. Assure air flow Into LOS drift and request
permission to prcceed through x-cut penetration to the TC S1 area. Note
conditions and report.
(27) Request permission to ooen LOS vent port. Open por. by moving
the-vert port pull wire located on the lefr rib near the TC 71 door. ES and IH
personnel maKe checks and report vent flex contents.
(M)

Peqt~esr permission to crack 7C'1t door.

(2)9
Crack the 'C 41 dcor anc confirm air flow.
and evalua-e conditions. Leave the rc Y1 door cracked.

Obtain swipe samples

(30). Visually look down the left rit of the HLOS pipe. If conditions
permit orcceed down the left rib of the HLCS pipe past the TC 12 access hatc-h to
SS 6-25.
nsure that tne flex exhaust auct is securely attacned to the LCS vent
port. Open the port by moving the vent port pull wire located on the left rib
of the HLCS pipe.
ES and IH personnel make checks and report vent flex
contents.
NOTE: Continuously check Integrity of rhe communicaticns line as Reentry
Team ccnT nues walkout.
(31)

Return down the left rib of tle HLOS pipe to TC #I.

(32) Exit through x-cut IA ac ^nhe AF;IL Alcove #1-3 and proceed vIa
the Ball-HalI center walkway to the inte-sicticn of the x-cut between t.C5 anr
the °a II-nail. Note condition.
-;ntinue toward WP down the center walk-way to tne LANL 'del I
Head Alcc;(3_

' -e conditions.

Proceed to the Red Shack 'MCSES RICO.
(a) Close the ground switc, anr

turn off lights.

(b) Open the bottom port at the lower left of the aoor.
open the toD port. QQ NO SHINE LICH INSIQE ROSIS(c) POSES RICO contains 3 carton batteries.
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Then

Enter alcove end note conditions.
Proceed to KSC Alcove 11-6.
(35)
Alcove V -6 contains 4 UPS battery systems and DES batteries.
(36)

Continue to timing and firing ROSES R101.
(a) Close the ground switch and turn off lights.

(b) Open the bottom part at the lower left of the coor.
cpen tme top port. 2Q EUI SH INE LIGHT INSLI DE ROSi.
(c)
(37)

Then

ROSES R101 ccntains I UPS battery system.

Prcceed to FICU ROSES 011.
(a) Clcse the ground switch and turn off lights.

(b) Open the bottom port at the
00 NOT SHiINF LIGHT ?NSIDE ROSES

lower left of the door.

(c) Reach inside door and shut off frecn.

Close door.

Open

top port.
(38) Continue to EO&G Alcove 11-5 located in x-cut iF. Enter alcove
and ncte conditIons.
(39) Continue to SNLA Alccve 41-4 also located In x-cut IF. En-e
alcove and note concitions. Alcove #1-4 contains 1 UPS battery system anc 0._
ba2ter!es.
NOTE: Continucusly check InTegrity of the communications line as Reent-v
Team contInues walk-out.
(40)

Exit x-cut IF and proceed to SMO POSES 104.
(a)

Close the ground switch and turn off lights.
The-

(b) Open the bottom port at the lzwer left of the ocor.
INSIDE ROSES
QI SQ NE Ll.I J.
open rne tcp port.
(41)

Proceed to KSC ROSES CC0 and 005.

Starting with the WP side

RCSE. :::
(a) Close the ground switcn ano -trn off Hi;nts.
SH I NE LIGH

tcp por-.

(b) Open the bo-t cm port at The lower ;eft of the dcor.
INSID ROSES
(c) Reach inside door and shut off freon.
CS.
'
Repeat ventilaticn oper3tion for RCSES
(Cd)

Close door.

ROSES 004 and OC5 ccntain film pack batteries.

I0

Q
Cpen

(42'

Enter alcove and note conditions.

Continue to KSC alcove V-2.

(4Y Proceed to SNLA Alcove li-i.
Alcove .t-1 contains 5 UPS bartery systems.
(44)

Enter alcove and ncre conditlons.

Proceed to SNLA ROSES 022 and KSC ROSES 010.

Starting with

ROSES 02::
(a)

NOT SHINF

Close the ground switch and turn off lighTs.

(b) Ooen the bcttom port at the lower left of the door.
IGHT INSIOF ROSES.

Open t-p port.

(c) Reach inside door and shut off the freon.
Repeat ventilatton cperation for RCSES 010.
(C)

Q

Close door.

ROSES 022 contains 5 NiCd batteries In racks.

ROSES 010

conTains fltm pacs. bartar'es.
(45)

Pr-ceed to SNLA RCSES C27,

SIC!,

and S102.

Starting with RCSES

027:
(a)

Clcse ground switch and turn off lights.
Q

(b) Cpen bcttcm port at lower left of the door.

SHI14I

L IGHT INSIDE ROSES-

Open top port.

Cc) Reach insice docr and shut off the freon. Close door.
Repeat ,enrilat!on operatlon for RCSES S101 and S102.

(c) ROSES 027 contains S NiCd batteries In.racks.
and S1O2 each have lead acid memory Barteries in racks.
(46)

Proceed to SNLA ROSES PO.O

and 026.

ROSES S101

Starting wIth ROSES RCOI.

(a) Close the ground switch ana turn off the lights.
(b) Open the bottom port at the lower left of the coor.
MI1 SHINE LiGH

INSIQE ROScS.

Open top ;.--.

(c) Reach insite door and shut off the freon.
eeat ventilation operar!^n for PCSES 025.
(;) ROSES RCOI

Q

Close ccor.

and 025 each contain 5 NiCd battar es in racks.

(47)
Proceed up the Ut2t Main Orift to the Intersection with T!e r.53
Continue up the t.03 B.P. (towards the 'W.?.) noting grcunc and
3.?. drift.
safety conditions.

LIGH

-(48)
Stoo at SAI Alcove 41-29. QQ
T ENTEB ALCOYE. ME= SH1NF
"Icte condirions. ES ans IH personnel make requirea checks.
INTO AsLC.F

11

(49) Continue up the t.03 8.P. until it intersects with the t.04 B.?.
Lock uc -.^3 B.P. and note condition of area around scrub generators. Batteries
are Iccarea Inside scrub generators.

(<C)

Continue up the t.04 B.?. drift to the freon bottle rack locatec

on the right rib of the t.04 B.P. drift opposite LANL ROSES 105.
valve on the freon bottle supplying LANL ROSES 105.

CS2+50.

Close the

(51)
Proceed up the t.04 B.?. drift to the convection wail Icca'ed at
Note conditIons.

(52]
Reverse direction and continue walk-out down the t.04 9.?. to
LANL ROSES ICS.
(a) Close the ground switch and turn off lights.

fl

(b) Coen the bottom port at the lower left of the door.
SHINE LIGHT INSI0F ROSES.

(c) Open top port.
(53)

Proceed to LANL ROSES 007.
(a) Close the ground switch and turn out lights.

SHINE LIGH

(b) Coen the bottom port at the lower left of the door.
INSIDE ROEQS.
(c)

Reach

(d)

LANL

Insist door and shut off

the freon.

2Q
Q

Close Ccor.

Cpen too port.
ROSES 007 has

2 lead

(54)
Advance to LANL Alcove #1-9.
contains 7 UPS battery systems.

acid

batteries on

Note conditions.

invert.

Alcove #1-9

(55)
Proceed up the t.04 Q.?. and
t.03 B.P. to the SGEMP x-cu;.
Continue down the x-cut to the SGE;MP shield wall.
Note conditions.
alcove

(56)
Reverse direction end proceed to JAYCOR Alcove g1-a; en er
and note conditions.
Perform same assessment on alcove # -3C.
57)

Proceed to SAI ROSES C08,
(a)

009,

and 018.

Starting w!tX

RCSES CCF:

Close the ground switch and turn Cut llghts.

(b) Open the bottom port at the lower left of the coor.
SHINE LICH

ROSES.,

Open top port.

(c) Reach inside door and shut off the freon.
Repeat ventilation operation for ROSES 009 ana Cle.

Close door.

(d) ROSES C08, C09, and 018 contain film pack batteries.
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(5t' Procced down the t.03 B.P. and Into the cable access x-cut.
(59)

Reentry Team returns to the portal side of the MOPP.

c. Qeent-r
delayed).

Dv QOt

a 0Di

Recovery Tse.

(D+2 if Initial reentry is

The Oata Recovery Team (Inclosure 3) Is composed of three separate recovery
teams which will recover degracable data from ROSES, diagnostic stubs, Camera
boxes, etc. Members of the team are to recover data by the most direct routs
and in tme most exoedtlous manner consistent with safe practices.
(1) The Data Recovery Team Chief checks with the Reentry Control
Group to Insure all tunnel conditions are acceptable.
(2) The Data Recovery Team proceeds to the portal side of the MOPP.
(3) Estabifsh telephone communications with the portal.
(4) The Team Cief will brief the team on tunnel conditlons,-,mission
of the Team, and general procedures to be.fo.llowed. A ONA Reprssentatiye will
ac:ompany eacn sub-ream on recovery mission. Requirements for resp.-atory.
protection arc Protective clothing will be determined by the Reentry _onrrol
Group based on the information available.
(5) When directed, Team A proceeds through the 36" turn tube and
recovers data from the KSC ROSES 04, 0C5, ano 010; AFWL RCSES 102 and 10'; anc
e."C RcSES 104.
(6) When directed, Team B proceeds through the 36"' turn tube ana
recovers cata from the LPARL diagnostic stub area and ROSES 002 anc 003.
Additional date will be collected from SVILA ROSES 022, 027, R001, and 025. FCTC
will recover data from cameras IOC3Ted In the Ball-hall.
NOTE: LPARL will recover time dependent experiments. These will be
Inventoried, double bagged, and brought to Area 12 SRO compound for shipment.
(7) When directed, Team C proceeds through the 36" turn tube and
recovers data from SAI ROSES 008, 009, 018, and Alcove 01-23. Additional cara
will be col!ec-ed from LANL ROSES 105 and C07.
When all data is recuvered, suo team Ieaders w i'
teams to -e_-n to the portal.
t-)

determinec.

FCTC will

direct their
d

recover scratch gages from positions not yet

The FCTC representative will join Team A, 3, or C as appropriate.

3 Incl
1. Reentry Teams/Crawings
2. PotenTial Post Shot Hazards
3. Data Recovery Team
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EXHIBIT 14

EXHIBIT 14

MIDAS MYTH yield determined to be less than 20 kt
by LLNL.

EXHIBIT 15

EXHIBIT 15

MIDAS MYTH yield determined to be less than 20 kt
by Sandia Laboratories Seismic Net.

EXHIBIT 16
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14 March 1984

TES-4333

MEMORANDUM

TO:

J.

W. LaComb

FROM:

D.

R. Townsendj

SUBJECT:

V

PRELIMINARY

DATA REPORT ON THE SURFACE

MIDAS MYTH/MrSLAGRO

(Ul2t.04)

EFFECTS

OF THE

EVENT

INTRODUCTION

The MIDAS MYTH/MILAGRO event was detonated at
day, 15 February 1984.

9906 hours Wednes-

The WP (Working Point) of the low-yield

nuclear test was located 361 m beneath the surface of Aqueduct
Mesa in the Ul2t.04 tunnel complex (fig. 1).
from the event were documented in two'stages:
the surface subsidence.

The surface effects
before and after

Pre- and post-event survey data help

define the changes in topography.

A brief summary of the results

of the preliminary investigations is also included in this
report.

PRE-SUBSIDENCE OBSERVATIONS

At 1115 hours on the day of the detonation, the geologic staff
arrived at the MILAGRO cable hole pad and began to document the
surface effects of the explosion.

/7

/

A preliminary reconnaissance of the area indicated the absence
of any widespread cracking or geologically related features such
as faults with large vertical displacements.

The MILAGRO cable

hole pad was dissected by many randomly-oriented fractures similar
to those seen on prepared surfaces above other underground
nuclear explosions (fig. 2,

Photo A).

The area around SGZ

(Surface Ground Zero) contained a small number of fractures,
generally without vertical displacements, and with lengths less
than five meters.

The surface colluvium around SGZ was

dislocated, a feature referred to as "disturbed ground."

No

obvious surface subsidence had occurred at this time.

A fracture zone with a length of approximately 95 m was traced
towards the northwest, from the northwest edge of the MILAGRO
pad.

No significant fracturing was noted along the surface trace

of projected Fault #3 (fig. 3, folded).

In addition, widespread

areas of disturbed ground were noted northeast and southeast of
SGZ.

But no additional faults or linear, continuously-cracked

zones were noted in the area.

The North Rainier Mesa Road was blocked by landslides and :ock
spall above the "T" Tunnel portal area.

Several large boulders

of welded tuff (Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuffs)
caused minor damage to the OT" Tunnel portal facilities (fig. 2,
Photo B).

The upper section of the road, approximately 1150 m

from SGZ, was blocked by material from the colluvial layer, as

PtlaO

AoA

PHOTO A.-North-south trending crack an the MILAURO pod,,prior to wzfae wa~dmi&
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PHOTO 8.-Large boulder of welded tuffan ventilation pad approximately 25n above the
'TI tunnel portal.

FIGURE 2.--Surfuce effects from the MIDAS MY7W event.

shown on Fi-gure 1 and Figure 4, Photo C.T
the lower blockage,
10206

from SGZ, occurred as a result of the spall of large

blocks of partially welded tuff, as shown on Figure 4, Photo 0.
Rock falls have occurred along this section of North Rainier Mesa
Road following other detonations in the area.

At approximately 1215 hours surface subsidence occurred in the
area of SGZ and the MILAGRO trailer park.

Due to injuries and

the uncertainty of ground stability, further investigation of the
surface effects was temporarily suspended.

POST-SUBSIDENCE OBSERVATIONS

Observation of the collapse area from a helicopter was attempted
on the following day.
tion of the mission.

However, high winds forced the cancellaIt was decided to examine the MILAGRO pad

on foot, and a party was dispatched to the mesa.

Blizzard-like

conditions forced the party to make only a very brief reconnaissance of the areak
however:

Several interesting observations were made,

1) The center of the resultant crater appeared to be on

the MILAGRO pad at a distance of approximatley 30 m east of SGZ.
2) There were no linear (north-south) fractures extending away
from the area as would be expected if the collapse had occurred
along a preexisting structural feature such as a fault.

An aerial photographic survey was flown over the "T" Tunnel area
on Saturday, 18 February.

The photographs from the survey were

I
I"Y
PHOTO C.- Landslide debris from the colluvial layer 1150m from SGZ. View looking
southwest.

I.

PHOTO O.-Rock spatted from the partially-welded Rainier Moa Member. View looking
northeast.

FIGURE 4.- Oomcge t the North R&lnierMese Road.

-utiti-zed

to perform the post-event mapping. However,

these photo-

graphs are of marIinal quality because 6df the snow cover and poor
stereo coverage.

No further attempts were made to examine the surface effects on
the mesa until Wednesday, 22 February.

To help simplify and clarify the presentation of the post-subsidence surface effects data, the discussions of the investigations
have been subdivided into geographic areas.

1. OUTLYING AREAS

Initial observations indicated a lack of widespread fracturing.
However, several fractures were mapped crossing the road in the
vicinity of the DIAMOND SCULLS (Ul2t.02) SGZ, at a distance of
809 m from the MIDAS MYTH SGZ.

These fractures parallel a fault

mapped following the DIAMOND SCULLS event (1972), and this trend
is represented as Surface Fault #2 (fig. 3).

No other new cracks

were mapped along the northward projection of Surface Fault #2.
Other large surface cracks northeast of the DIAMOND SCULLS SGZ.
(DIAMOND SCULLS cracks) were not reactivated during the MIDAS
MYTH event.

Random Ohairlinew cracking was mapped at several locations an
roads and on the "T" Main Pad.
fault-related.

None of these are thought to be

No cracking was mapped along the surface trace of

7

Surface Fault I1

(fig.

3).

Spalling of the welded-tuff caprock was mentioned above in the
Spalling also

discussion of the North Rainier Mesa Road damage.
occurred at several other locations.

On the north side of Aque-

duct Canyon, approximately 275 ia northwest of MZDAS MYTH SGZ, a
large area of welded tuff spalled off into the canyon (fig. 5,
Photo 3).
events.

However,

this area has also been disrupted by earlier

Spall also occurred along the south edge of Aqueduct

Canyon, approximately 156 to 180 m west of SGZ.

Other spall

zones will be discussed in the following sections.

2.

MILAGRO TRAILER PARK PAD

Cracking on the MILAGRO pad can be subdivided into two types:
First, the apparently randomly-oriented cracks produced by the
event; and second, the concentric fractures produced or enhanced
by the subsidence.

Figure 6 (page size and folded)

illustrates

the relationships of the major cracks on the prepared surface. It
should be noted'that the area under and between the trailers was
never directly examined following the collapse.

The few frac-

tures shown in the trailer area were mapped from aerial
photographs.

Some of the non-concentric fractures have a west-northwest trend
which parallels the trends of other fractures formed off the pad.
Figure 5, Photo F shows a typical view of non-subsidence-related

ly
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PHOTO E.- Isolated spoil zone 275m northwest of SGZ (across Aqueduct Canyon).
-

I

...

* \^I

PHOTO

P.-

Non-subsidence-related cracks on theMILARO pod. View looking West.

FIGURE 5.--Surfocg effects from the MIDAS MyrT eeOne.

-a

FIGURE 6.--Mop of the distributn of
posot-rat sdoce effects from the
MIMDS M/N *ePnt.
(in alN mntrged cat: fIdded

cracks developed on the pad.

These cracks are open from 1 to so

mm, are nearly vertical, and generally are less than 9.3 m deep.
The subsidence-related cracks trend north-south on the pad, and
begin to curve slightly at the extremities (fig. 6).

These

cracks are irregular in form, probably because they were northsouth oriented, pre-collapse fractures (fig. 2, Photo A) that
have been enhanced by the subsidence.
a typical subsidence-related fracture.

Photo G on Figure 7 shows
These fractures are open

up to 9.6 m, have depths of over 3 m, and tend to dip away from
SGZ.

The resultant surface expression of the subsidence crater is.
roughly circular, with a radius of approximately 56 m.

Because

of the irregular pre-event topography, the apparent low point of
the subsidence is located 46 m east (S840 E) of SGZ.
difference (pre- vs post-event)
4.68 m.

However,

The

in elevation at this point is

the actual point of greatest subsidence could

be somewhat closer to SGZ; but due to lack of pre-event topographic data,

the actual differences in elevation are uncertain.

The MILAGRO pad was constructed by cutting the west edge and
filling towards the northeast.

The cross sections shown on,

Figure 8 relate pre-event and post-collapse topography along an
east-west line through the MIDAS MYTH and HUSKY PUP SGZs.

The

artificially-created slope between the pad and SGZ sustained only
minor damage because of initial surface motion, but during the
subsidence, slumping occurred on the slope causing a minor

PHOTO

Q-

Subsidence-roelatd, north-south trending crack across the MILAGRO
pad
(compare to figure 2,photoA)

PHOTO H- Slumping and rockltal across west ed

of MILA6R0 pod. VDw loolting north.

FIGURE T.-Suobsidence-re/ted femores on the MI/LA6RO pod.

rockfall onto the pad.

No individual displacement planes

(faults) were mapped along the slope following the subsidence
(fig. 7, Photo H).

3. SGZ AND THE AREA WEST OF THE MILAGRO PAD

Three types of surface effects have been mapped in this area.

On

Figure 6, the north-south-trending (subsidence-related) fractures
are easily seen.

These fractures curve around the south edge of

the pad, but are indistinct towards the north.

Slumping has also

occurred along some fractures between SGZ and the artificial
slope.

Some of these fractures existed prior to the subsidences

but like the fractures on the pad, they have been extended and
displaced by the secondary subsidence.

The subsidence-related

fractures are open up to 0.3 m, and have been measured to depths
in excess of S m (fig. 9, Photo I). The west-northwesterly
fracture trends, seen an the pad, also extend into this area.

A

study of the joint orientations near SGZ showed a pronounced
north-south ( 160)

trend (fig. 10).

The secondary trend appears

to be N 7 0-8 0 0 WD which agrees with the west-northwest fracture
pattern.

The jointing study also indicated a close: spacing on

the north-south set (0.94 mi, average; ranging from 0.3 to 1.6 m)
than the west-northwest set (2.4 m, average;
3.1 m).

ranging from 1.5 to

The joint dips are generally vertical (most measure-

ments within 5O of vertical).

The third type of surface effect seen in this area is disturbed

PHOTO L-Subsidenc-related crack located 6m southwest of the MILAGRO pod
I'
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PHOTO J.- Oetwibod ground In the vicinity of SGZ (man standing on SOM. View looking
I

FIGURE 9.-Surface effects neor the

WAO S MYTH SU.

N

FIGURE IQ--Rosette diagcrm ofjoint trends mosured in coprock n04MV the
MIDAS MYTH SGZ. (100 joints)

ground.

Figure 6 shows the areal extent of the effect.

it

should be noted that within these zones only major fractures and
fracture trends are plotted.

This feature is characterized by

overturned soil and rocks, many randomly-oriented cracks less
than 1 m in length, and flat rocks which have been broken in
half.

Uprooted trees and bushes, and low, sinuous, ridge-like

features which could be pressure ridges may also be present.
Figure 9, Photo J shows the disturbed ground near SGZ.

This

effect is probably due to strong upward vertical acceleration.

4.

THE AREA NORTH OF THE MILAGRO PAD

Concentric subsidence-related cracks are not well-documented
no-rth of the MILAGRO pad.

A system of west-northwest-trending fractures, exposed near the
pad edge, has vertical displacments of up to 0.3 m and can be
traced for a distance of over 100 m (fig. 6).

This system is not

thought to be fault-related, but rather a reflection of jointing
within the caprock (fig. 11, Photo K).

No major cracking was

mapped along the projected trace of Surface Feature *3 (fig.

3).

Several zones of spall and rock fall were mapped as showr on
Figure 6.

The severity of the rock spall due north of SGZ (122

m) was somewhat greater than that seen on recent Rainier Mesa
events within the same yield range.

Cracks up to 3 m in width

were opened parallel to the topographic edge of the mesa (fig.
-11, Photo L).

Many large rocks were shattered by the force of

vPT

PHOTO K.- Wet-northwest trending fracture which follows joint orimntation. Fracture open
up to 03m. View lookking nrtnest.
,1

I

i

PHOTO L- Rack spoil and associated slumping 122m northeast of SMZ.
FIGURE II .-- Swfoae effects mapped nohof the M/L4GRMpod.

the ground motion.

Rock fall and spall were not mapped at all

- lacation along the mesa edge, but are confined to the areas
shown on Figure

-

An area of disturbed ground was also seen

.

northeast of the pad.

The dislocating effects were confined to a

small plateau area which is

of slightly higher elevation than

surrounding terrain.

5.

THE AREA SOUTH OF THE MILAGRO PAD

A relatively large area of disturbed ground was mapped south of
the MILAGRO pad.

Some subsidence-related cracks were mapped near

the pad edge, but the cracking pattern is somewhat random in this
area.

One long linear feature was mapped 100 m south of SGZ.

Minor discontinuous cracking with no vertical displacements
exists along the feature over a length of 67 m (fig. 6).
this crack system parallels a small topographic high.

Part of

The true

relationship of this feature to surface faulting is unknown.
Long sinous mounds, previously referred to as pressure ridges,
were also commonly seen in this area (fig. l2, Photo M).

6.

THE AREA EAST OF THE MILAGRO PAD

This area is characterized by the nearly complete absence of
mappable surface effects.

A few hairline cracks, 1-2 mm in

width, were mapped as shown on Figure 6.

It should be noted that

the HUSKY PUP (Ul2t.03) SGZ is located within this area, and the
presence of its resultant chimney could have influenced the

V

P

PHOTO
Iknqats,
N.- low
An
ridge (protsure

R

)

PHOTO M.- An elongate, tow ridge (pressure ridge?) mapped ISO m souheast of SGZ.

FIGURE 12.--Sufoce effects mopped south of the M/LAGRopod.

surface effects from MIDAS MYTH.

No evidence of subsidence was

seen around the HUSKY PUP SGZ.

-

SURVEY DATA

Two surface survey lines were established across the MIDAS MYTH
SGZ prior to the event.

The lines were planned along bearings of

approximately N400E and N400W, as shown on Figures 3 and 6.
Elevations were measured along the lines at 25-ft intervals.

The

lines were resurveyed following the event and the resultant
differences in elevation (pre- versus post-event) are shown in
cross section on Figures 13 and 14.

It should be noted that the

vertical exaggeration is lOOX on these figures.

The southwest-northeast line (fig. 13) shows a slight increase in
elevation south of SGZ, and the subsidence crater starts approximately 200 ft southwest of SGZ.

Toward the northeast. the subsi-

dence extends to slightly more than 200 ft. and the remainder of
the line is slightly lower than it was pre-event.
decrease in elevation on this line is 8.72 ft.

The maximum

50 ft northeast of

SGZ.

The northwest-southeast line (fig. 14) also shows a slight (0.5
ft) increase in elevation north of SGZ, and the subsidence crater
begins 125 ft northwest of SGZ.

To the southeast, the survey

data show a marked increase of 1.87 ft in elevation in the area
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mapped as disturbed ground shown on Figure 6. The subsidence
extends to approximately 325 ft south of SGZ, with a maximum
decrease in elevation of 10.6 ft located 50 ft southeast of SGZ.

Unfortunately, the majority of the surface subsidence occurred
between the survey lines.

Holmes & Narver Inc. has prepared a

preliminary topographic map of the subsidence area (fig. 15).
Cross section A-A', shown on Figure 8, gives the topographic
relationships through the apparent deepest part of the
subsidence.

Other data obtained from pro- versus post-event surveying show
that the location of the MIDAS MYTH SGZ has moved 5.3 ft along a
bearing of N830E.

The MILAGRO cable hole moved 5.6 ft on a

bearing of N640W.

These data support the field observations of

slumping toward the center of the subsidence, and of pre-subsidence fractures on the MILAGRO pad which now dip away from the
center of the subsidence.

SUMMARY

The surface effects from the MIDAS MYTH event can be subdivided
into two groups:

the initial effects of the event, and the

secondary effects related to the subsidence.

The mappable surface effects from the MIDAS MYTH event are somewhat more severe but less widespread than those from similar
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events in "N" Tunnel.

Following MIDAS MYTH, no cracking or

vertical displacements were mapped along any suspected or known
surface fault traces, except minor cracking parallel to Fault #2
near the DIAMOND SCULLS WP.

None of the other mapped effects are

thought to be fault-related.

The areas of disturbed ground and

spall are large, but these effects have often been seen following
other Rainier/Aqueduct Mesa events.

The initial event-related surface effects from the MIDAS MYTH
event are as expected, given the somewhat high degree of coupling
experienced during other detonations in the "T" Tunnel complex.

Prior to MIDAS MYTH, low yield events detonated within Rainier/
Aqueduct Mesa have not produced significant subsidence craters.
Shallow (0.3-0.7 m) subsidences have been documented on recent
events within the "N" Tunnel complex.

It is not known if these

subsidences coincide with or are directly related to cavity
collapse or a chimneying phenomenon.

However, a secondary col-

lapse at the surface was documented over the MINERS IRON site
following the nearby HURON LANDING detonation.

The fact that the

MrDAS MYTH event produced a surface subsidence is not unusual,
given the enhanced coupling at the AT" Tunnel Complex.

However,

the magnitude of the subsidence is comparable only to that produced by the intermediate-yield WINESKIN event, detonated in the
U12R emplacement hole in 1969.

The asymmetry (to the east) of the surface subsidence, though

unexpected,

is not unusual at sites with thick, welded ash-flow

tuffs at the surface.

The shallow subsidences measured over the

HURON LANDING and MINERS IRON events were both asymmetric towards
the east with respect to their SGZs.

The WrNESKIN subsidence was

o.ffset towards the south, and Pahute Mesa events often produce
asymmetric surface subsidence craters.

The position and condition of the HUSKY PUP chimney probably
influenced the distribution and character of the MIDAS MYTH
surface effects.

Additional studies, to be undertaken in the

future, should help define the true relationships between the
MIDAS MYTH and HUSKY PUP chimneys.
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GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY
Apical void

Void at the apex of the chimney.

Cable head (Well head)

The top end of the cable hole.

Caprock

A layer of rock that lies at the top of a topographic
feature, in this case, welded tuff.

Chimney

Upward growth of a rubble zone as rock falls into
*acavity formed by a nuclear explosion.

CP

Control Point

DNA

Defense Nuclear Agency (Headquartered in Washington,
D.C.)

DOD

Department of Defense

DOE

Department of Energy

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

FCDNA

Field Command Defense Nuclear Agency

Geophone

An instrument to detect seismic activity.

GZ

Ground Zero--The point at which the nuclear device
is emplaced.

HLOS

Horizontal Line-of-Sight

kt

kiloton-1,OOO tons (equivalent of TNT)

LANL (LASL)

Los Alamos National Laboratory

V

LLNL

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

LOS

Line-of-Sight

MSL

Mean Sea Level

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NTO

Nuclear Test Organization

NTS

Nevada Test Site

NTSO

Nevada Test Site Office

OCC

Operations Control Center

Operations Room

Control center utilized by the test controller and
his staff at shot time.

PST

Pacific Standard Time

RAMS

Remote Area Monitoring System

REECo

Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Company, Inc.

RERO

Radiological Emergency Response Operation

ROSES

Recording Oscilloscope Sealed Environment System

SODOB

Scaled Depth of Burial, a ratio of the depth of
burial in meters to the cube root of the yield in
kilotons--m/kt1 3 or m/n1/3

SGZ

Surface Ground Zero

.9

SNL

Sandia National Laboratories

Subsidence

Settling or falling so as to form a surface
depression or crater.

Triage

The sorting and allocation of treatment to disaster
victims according to a system of priorities designed
to treat the most seriously injured first.

USGS

United States Geological Survey

Welded

As applied to volcanic tuff, a unit deposited while
hot enough to fuse minerals together.

VP

Working Point, the point at which the device is
detonated.
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